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FOREWORD

H

uman nature tends to reject anything contrary to what
we have “always heard.” I have no doubt that the very
title of this book will elicit a negative reaction among some
modern Baptists. Some may even examine it with
incredulity, thinking, “What kind of heretic would question
the universal, invisible true-church?” If that is the case, I
hope it will pique your interest enough to bring your Bible
along as we search the very words of God for it. Whether
you call it the “true church,” the “invisible church,” the
“universal church,” or apply the term “body of Christ,” we
hope the words of God will challenge your thinking on this
pervasive doctrine.
The paradox of our time is that most Baptists today
have come to accept the universal church doctrine, while
disdaining the actual term itself. It is typical for us to
verbally venerate the local church while accommodating the
notion of a mystical, invisible, “true-church” which
effectively supplants it. Ultimately, there is perhaps no
single thing that has devastated the mission of the New
Testament church more than this one doctrine.
For our brethren in Christ who are certain of an
invisible, mystical, universal church, I ask that you
approach this subject with prayer and an open Bible. We
hope this study will be a help and a blessing to you.
Les Potter
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INTRODUCTION
“Hold fast the form of sound words”
(2 Timothy 1:13)
The basis of the local church position.

G

od chose to use words as the vehicle of thought
from His mind to ours. The words God gave are
pure words—every one of them. (Ps.12:6; Pr. 30:5). It
is not the “great truths” or “doctrines” but the actual
wordS that God jealously affirmed and promised to
preserve (Ps. 12:7; Mt. 24:35; Rev. 22:18-19; Mt.
5:18). Therefore it is impossible to fully grasp the
truths of God without a careful consideration of the
actual words He uses. We study them literally,
grammatically, contextually, allowing the Bible itself
to define them.
Although most Bible believers will readily
attest to this, the practice is not always forthcoming. In
our quest to “know the book,” we are prone to develop
systems of interpretation to do our thinking for us. In
doing so, there is a tendency to apply concepts to Bible
words, instead of drawing concepts from them. The
pitfall is that our system for understanding the word of
God can sometimes cause us to overlook the words of
God.
The precise application of God’s words is
paramount to understanding how God means them. For
example: It is popularly accepted that “the church
“and the “body of Christ” are synonymous with
“Christianity.” Scriptural examination, however,
shows they are not. This is not merely an exercise in
semantics. The concept of the universal church is an
expedient of Protestant, ecumenical doctrine and
maintained by the misapplication of Scriptural terms.
9
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In this study, we show how the invisible,
universal church concept relies on an outside premise
that is foreign to the words of Scripture itself.
Scripture can be made to fit into this premise, of
course, as it can to so many others. But as we
examine the words of the “proof texts” employed to
justify it, we see that Scripture itself knows nothing of
this doctrine. Yet, the concept of the mystical,
invisible, universal church is the foundation of all
Protestant
denominations,
Neo-Evangelicalism,
Charismania, cults, and fosters a host of errors new and
old. All para-church ministries are built upon it, as well
as so many fundamental Bible colleges and
universities. In recent history, a majority of Baptists
have been completely influenced and indoctrinated by
it. Indeed, our prime distinction has become strange to
us. Let us therefore “Be watchful, and strengthen the
things which remain, that are ready to die:..”
(Revelation 3:2)
Review and Discussion:
1. True or False: It is the great truths and
doctrines of Scripture that God promised to
preserve.
2. Is it possible to have sound doctrine without
attentiveness to the individual words in
Scripture?
3. Is it possible that godly teachers and outspoken
defenders of the Bible could presume doctrines
concluded by a system instead of Bible words?
4. How would you know?
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I. OUR APPROACH
TO SCRIPTURE.

E

very system of thought begins with a premise. Our
premise as Bible believers is that God’s every
word is the sole rule of faith and practice. This creed
alone, however, does not make us immune to accepting
systems of thought inconsistent with the Book we love.
We are, after all, fallen creatures and therefore prone to
error. It would be wonderful if salvation in Christ and
a sound conviction for the King James Bible made us
automatically error proof. But that is not the case. It is
for us to study and strengthen our apprehension of
God’s word to our dying day.
A common way we test Biblical truth is
through simple deduction. False teachings are sifted by
Scripture and truth is substantiated by proof texts.
Thus, the Bible becomes a sieve of truth and error.
This method sorts many things which confront us, but
it doesn’t always reveal the mind of God to us,
however. The conclusions we get when we “throw it
in, shake it down, and let the Bible sort it out” are
highly dependent on what we are “throwing in.” Apart
from blatant errors, there is usually a “proof text” or
two that will “prove” just about any premise we have.
This deductive approach also bypasses the mind of
God in Scripture on many vital areas. Even the most
sincere student of the Bible can slip into this pitfall on
selective issues. This is also the same method used by
cults to “prove” their teachings. Saved or lost, the
platform for error is the same, regardless of intent or
sincerity.
12

Building doctrine From the Ground up
To seek the mind of God in Scripture, we need
to approach the Bible not as a sieve, but as a seed-bed.
That is, we want to study the Bible inductively,
building upon each word, and allowing the word of
God to define itself. Men have developed theological
systems and applied Scripture to them for millennia;
most of which are completely unknown to the Bible
itself. But Scriptural doctrines are introduced, defined
and explained within Scripture itself (apart from any
external premise.) Examination of its texts in light of
its immediate and general context will only serve to
illuminate our understanding further. Any teaching that
cannot bear grammatical scrutiny of its “proof text”
should be immediately suspect as a pretext. Most Bible
believers will readily agree to this approach to
Scripture. Many however, do not realize how
selectively they apply it. The concept of a mystical,
invisible, universal church is often accepted without
question. There are even some verses that can be
applied once the premise is accepted (which can be
done with many teachings, both true and false). We
purpose to show that this concept is completely extraBiblical. The Bible believer delights in truth. Let us
“Prove all things; hold fast that which is good.” (1
Thes. 5:21). It is in that spirit that we want to
undertake an examination of what “the church” is in
Scripture.

13

Review and Discussion:
1. Does having sound convictions on the
preserved word of God make us automatically
error proof?
2. Consult a dictionary and in your own words,
define inductive and deductive reasoning.
3. While each has their place, which of the above
is better suited to finding Scripture truth apart
from a premise?
4. Have you ever approached the Bible as if you
knew absolutely nothing about it except the
words you read in their grammatical, contextual
form? Do you think any of your currently held
doctrinal positions could be challenged by such
an approach?
5. If the answer above is yes, which would you
trust; the words you read or the doctrine you
have always known?
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II.

THE CHURCH WHAT IT IS.

B

efore we examine the errors of what the church is
not, let us establish from the Bible (inductively)
what the church definitely is. The root word from
which we get “church” is “Ekklessia”, meaning
“called out assembly.” The definition itself, however,
is exemplified more succinctly in the way it is used in
Scripture than in a mere dictionary. This is because
even the simplest and most direct terms can be
innocently molded by our preconceptions. Some may
see the term through a futuristic lens, (as if it only
means that it “will be” called out when the rapture
occurs). This has a tendency to make it less literal and
less viable for the present in our thinking. Therefore,
we will look more closely at the Biblical use of the
term “church,” starting with its inception.
We see in Scripture that Jesus Christ is the
founder of the institution He called “the church,” of
which He promised the gates of Hell would not prevail
(Matt. 16:18). We can also see how this church was in
operation during His earthly ministry.
►It was composed of His followers whose names
were written in heaven (Luke 10:20).
►They practiced baptism (John 4:1-2)
►They observed the Lord’s supper (Matt. 26:26-28).
►They were given church discipline (Matt. 18:15-20).
►They had the keys to the Kingdom (Matt.16:19).
►They were commissioned (Matt.28:18-20).
►They met for prayer (Acts 1:14).
15

►You could even say they had business meetings
(Acts 1:15-26)
►And accounted for member’s names (Acts 1:15).
►This church was promised a “baptism with the
Holy Ghost” (Acts 1:5),
►Which the Lord defined as a special empowerment
(Acts 1:8)
►Which they received (Acts 2:1-4),
►Resulting in converts being added unto them (Acts
2:41).
The Importance of Understanding its Biblical Origin
Understanding the New Testament church from its
beginning is crucial because things are defined by their
origin. Alternatively, the nature of a thing can be redefined in our minds by an alteration of its origin. (This is
why the world insists school children learn evolutionism.)
When we examine the origin of the New Testament
Church, there are two simple truths we can establish: 1) It
was established during the Lord’s earthly ministry and 2)
It was a literal, physical, visible organization. Both of
these truths, however, are contrary to the pervading
doctrine of the universal-invisible “church.”
When we accept the commonly taught doctrine that
“the church” is synonymous with “Christianity” we will
naturally overlook these truths. If pressed to find the origin
of the church, we would be inclined to seek one elsewhere
to fit (or at least not contradict) the conception we already
hold of “the church.” Some might wave this off as
“unimportant,” but be mindful that we are seeking God’s
truth in the words He gave. Let us momentarily partition
ourselves from all preconceptions and build on the bedrock
of Scripture alone. If, at the end of this study of words, we
find a conclusion different than what we currently hold,
then we have something to joyfully consider.
16

Review and Discussion:

III. THE CHURCH –

1. Can a called out assembly operate in a
universal sense?

WHAT IT IS NOT.

2. Can it assemble in an invisible sense?
3. Why is it important to understand what the
word of God teaches on the origin of the
church?
4. Was the church that Jesus Christ founded either
invisible or universal?

E

ssential to the universal church doctrine is the belief
that the church began at Pentecost. Apart from an
outside premise, however, there is nothing to support or
even suggest this in Scripture itself.
Our ultradispensational brethren insist that the time period
covered by the four gospels is essentially Old Testament.
This they must do to make their system work. The words
of God have a way of frustrating the systems of man,
however. The Lord Himself said in Luke 16:16 that
“The law and prophets were until John: since that
time the kingdom of God is preached, and every man
presseth into it..” Obviously the New Testament era did
not begin at Pentecost, but with John. Thus, during His
earthly ministry, the Lord was building His church. He
gave it instructions, teachings and ordinances, and
commissioned it before ascending to heaven. No new
instructions were given at Pentecost. No other great
commission. No other ordinances - nothing.
The universal church doctrine exploits the
spectacular events of Pentecost to replace the origin of
the “called out” church. This effectively spiritualizes
away the pattern established by Jesus Christ, redefining
what He meant by “church.” It also unlawfully takes the
distinctions, commands and ordinances given to the New
Testament church and redistributes them to Christianity
or the family of God in general. Contrary to popular
thought, there is a Biblical distinction between the
concept of salvation and the church. The idea that the
church equals salvation has its roots in both Catholic and
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Protestant doctrine, but not Scripture. Salvation is by
grace, and there have been many who have known
salvation by God’s saving grace who were never
baptized or identified with the Lord’s New Testament
church. Yet, today it is even common for Baptists to
refer to the realm of Christianity as “the church.” This
illustrates how the corruption of terminology can become
a shoehorn to accept corrupt doctrine.
If we were to read Scripture without any
knowledge of religious preconception, it would be
naturally clear to us that the Lord’s church was founded
by the Lord Himself in His earthly ministry.
Furthermore, this church was empowered on the day of
Pentecost, exactly as He said it would. This is not to say
that proponents of a Pentecost church origin intentionally
wrest the scripture. Rather, they accept a Pentecost
origin because it agrees with the universal church
doctrine they already hold. This again illustrates the
difference between the deductive (premise-to-proof-text)
and the inductive approach to Scripture.
The Arguments Against
The universal church doctrine itself is
incompatible with a literal church started by Jesus Christ
in His earthly ministry. Therefore, if the prospect of this
is outside our consideration, we will seek a reason for an
origin at Pentecost (which becomes, in effect, a different
“church” altogether). One argument some have used is
that, “Nobody was saved prior to the cross, where the
death of the testator puts the new covenant into force
(Heb. 9:16-17). Therefore, since nobody was saved prior
to the cross, any supposed ‘church’ had an unregenerate
membership and was therefore not a church.” This is
good reasoning and a valid argument, but it overlooks a
couple of important points.
19

First of all, it required the blood of Christ, “…the
Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.”
(Rev.13:8) to purchase the salvation of all men, in both
old and new testaments. Remember also that Jesus told
his disciples to rejoice that their names were “written in
heaven” (Luke 10:20). Regardless of what point you
consider them saved, we can plainly see the church
functions and ordinances they practiced under Jesus’
direct supervision. Why did Jesus give instructions to
take unrepentant members “…unto the church,..”
(Matt. 18:17), and why did His disciples not question
what “the church” is if it was not already apparent to
them? To be sure, none of the disciples understood the
death, burial and resurrection of Christ until after the
fact. It is not likely that the thief on the cross understood
every aspect of this either, though we know he was saved
before Christ rose from the dead (Luke 23:43). The
disciples also were nonetheless saved by grace through
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. The death, burial and
resurrection is the payment for the grace whereby God
saved men from the foundation of the world.
Secondly, the time period covered in the gospels
and Acts was indeed a transitional one. From the
ministry of John the Baptist to the preaching of Paul to
the Gentiles, Scripture was being fulfilled and new
revelation unfolded. It was within this time that the Lord
instituted His church. The transitional nature of the
period is commonly understood. But difficulty is
introduced when men strain to segment the period into
steps to fit a system. To make this work, it is necessary
that the nature of the church not be literal. To do this,
they must place the origin of the church at Pentecost so
that it has no literal, tangible foundation. In so doing,
they naturally miss the nature and character of the
Biblical New Testament church. Furthermore, their
church concept is the same as that of Protestant
20

ecumenism, though they may be loathe to admit it. We
will show how this happens, and the resulting fork in the
road that distinguishes Biblical Baptist doctrine from all
others further on.
Another argument against a church directly
founded by Jesus Christ is that, “Nobody had the Holy
Spirit yet, and you cannot have a church without the
Holy Spirit.” This also is a matter of reasoning and a
myopic argument. Consider what the Lord told His
assembly before ascending to heaven. Regardless of
when you admit the disciples were saved, these men just
finished walking with the resurrected Jesus for 40 days.
(They certainly understood and fully believed in the
death, burial and resurrection by now.) Jesus told this
assembly that when the Holy Ghost would come upon
them, they would receive power (Acts 1:8). Let us ask, to
whom did He give this promise? Was it the general
population of Jerusalem? No. It was to this same
assembly of followers whom He had personally trained,
given ordinances, and the great commission. That
assembly was told to wait for and receive this power,
which they did. The result of that power was the fruit of
3,000 people who were “added unto” them (obviously
you cannot add unto something that does not already
exist). To say the church could not have existed before
this advent is without Biblical foundation. But settling
with such an argument is easier than the alternative for
some. This is especially true if our ecclesiology requires
a mystical mooring, rather than a Biblical pattern.
The family of God
The Protestant/neo-baptistic view of “the church”
today is essentially a dispensationally modified rendition
of what the Bible calls “the family in heaven” (Eph.
3:15), “the household of God” (Eph. 2:19) or “household
of faith (Gal. 6:10). There have been men who knew the
21

grace of God since the time of creation (example: Gen.
6:8). The grace of God upon the souls of these “just men
made perfect” was paid by Jesus Christ. This is why the
whole family in heaven and earth is named for Christ.
Since Calvary, these who have long passed from earth
are in the presence of God. They are as much a part of
the family of God as we who also know God’s grace and
walk in newness of life. Contrary to the aberrant systems
of hyper-dispensational brethren, the grace of God
clearly preceded the Lord’s New Testament church. The
grace of God continues without synonymy to “church.”
The blending of the two concepts was exploited by
Catholicism and the state “churches” of Protestantism,
but never of God in this way. Likewise, it is so common
in the vernacular of today’s popular theology, that many
do not differentiate the two. Thus, they refer to all
Christendom as “the church.”
For a Biblical example of the difference, we see
where Paul refers to the Ephesians as being of the
“household of God” in Ephesians 2:19 “Now therefore
ye are no more strangers and foreigners, but
fellowcitizens with the saints, and of the household of
God;” Obviously, the household of God encompasses all
who know the grace of God. But the verses following
verse 19 progresses their status beyond salvation into
that of their being built upon the foundational doctrine of
the apostles into the Lord’s church: Ephesians 2:20-22
“And are built upon the foundation of the apostles
and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief
corner stone;21 In whom all the building fitly framed
together groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord: 22
In whom ye also are builded together for an
habitation of God through the Spirit.” If the church of
Christ is not distinct from the household of God (though
it is certainly composed of those who are of it) then
everything and anything calling itself “Christian” today
22

has equal authority to the doctrine of the apostles,
regardless of contradiction. The logical ramifications of
this are obvious. The fundamentalist, neo-baptist that
operates on both doctrines is continually fraught with
self-opposition.
The unbiblical presumptions of men always wrest
terms to support them. Faulty doctrine takes root when
we accept faulty terms. Therefore, if we are going to
understand the mind of God in these matters, it is of
utmost importance that we take heed to God’s terms. The
grace of God is the grace of God. Those who know it whether in heaven or earth; whether in the church or not
– are part of the family. But the church and the grace of
God are not the same. The church is a visible enclave of
Scripturally baptized believers who are commissioned by
Christ to carry out His will as we await His return. Yet,
these have always been a minority among those who
believed or knew the grace of God. Anyone can plainly
observe this in the family presently on earth. Most are
affiliated with religious organizations and doctrines
founded in His name, though not by Christ. They do not
have the Lord’s ordinances, nor His commission, nor His
authority as a church. Yet salvation itself is not
contingent upon any of these. The family of God is
comprised of those who know the salvation of God,
which is by grace through the blood of Jesus Christ.
True Baptists (in the historic, doctrinal sense of
the word) are the only people who do not make “church”
and “salvation” synonymous. This is because their
source of doctrine was (historically) derived from
Scripture alone. Modern Baptists influenced by
Protestantism (most today) are faced with a paradox.
Their Baptist sentiments lean toward the “local, visible
church.” But they feel compelled to allow for a
coexisting “universal, invisible” version of a “church.”
This is due to their recent acceptance of Protestant
23

terminology, making “church” synonymous with
“salvation.” Since the grace of God is extended to all
who call on the Lord; and since men of varied doctrinal
understanding know the grace of God, it is assumed that
“church” must include all the saved. Therefore, it is
logical for them to assume that this invisible, universal
entity must be the “true church” over which Christ is the
Head in a mystical way. Naturally, therefore, the local,
visible, organized assemblies are secondary stand-ins
under the headship of men. And indeed they are as a
consequence of this false doctrine.
The Kingdom of God
The Kingdom of God and Kingdom of Heaven
are used 101 times throughout Scripture (not just in the
gospels). Considering how often this term is used, it is of
great importance that we not overlook its significance.
The Kingdom of God (as with any kingdom) is the realm
or sphere of influence of which the King operates. It was
first preached by John the Baptist (Matt. 3:1-2) then
Jesus (Mark 1:14-15) who gave it to his disciples to
preach (Matt.10:17). Our brethren of Protestant
persuasion have a system applied to the Bible which is
not compatible with the preaching of the Kingdom of
God today. Therefore, they must relegate it to a
dispensational, Jewish gospel that applied only prior to
the death, burial and resurrection of Christ. However,
Jesus spoke of things pertaining to it after His
resurrection (Acts 1:3) Philipp preached it to the
Samaritans who were not Jews (Acts 8:12) and Paul
preached the Kingdom of God to the Gentiles (Acts
14:22;19:8;20:25;28:23;28:31, etc).
It is clearly expedient to the Protestant system of
theology (which so many of our neo-Baptist brethren
embrace) to “dispensationally” tuck away the Kingdom
24

of God. They must, therefore, assign it as a lost
dispensation that will reappear in the future. The fact is,
the apostles preached the Kingdom of God throughout
the apostolic age and was continued by our Baptist
forebears to present. They did not suffer persecution for
being dispensationally confused, but for preaching the
truth. The conflict our hyper-dispensational brethren
have with this is that Scripture does not fit their manmade, system.
The Kingdom of God is broad in that it refers to
the work of God on earth in the hearts of men.
Encompassing God’s work, it includes those who are
part of it, and all that pertains to it. However, when we
overlook the most obvious aspect of the Kingdom of
God, we miss the key to understanding its true nature.
Our understanding of the character of any kingdom must
begin with its King - not its subjects. All kingdoms have
laws, ordinances, rulers, and those appointed to carry out
the will of the king. The vast majority of subjects and
citizens of any kingdom are not appointed or
commissioned to function within it. The majority of
citizens are only the beneficiaries of that kingdom.
Likewise, when understanding the Kingdom of God, we
must not limit our focus to its earthly citizens. The
kingdom is all about its King. Our God is a God of
order. The Kingdom of God is not one of mystical
disorder. He has appointed literal laws and ordinances
and an executor to carry out His will.
The Kingdom of God is not political. The
unbelieving Pharisees demanded of Christ to see a
political kingdom. The Jewish idea of the Messianic
Kingdom was that of a political, conquering force. But
the Lord answered them “The kingdom of God cometh
not with observation:” (Luke 17:20). In other words, it
was not set up with an observable political domain, as a
political kingdom. He then told these lost, unbelieving
25

religious leaders: “behold, the kingdom of God is
within you.” Obviously, the Kingdom of God was not
mystically residing within the hearts of these who reject
Christ. But it was literally in their midst among them.
The kingdom of God was present and operational within
the very sphere of those who rejected the King. So it is
still today.
There are three aspects to the Kingdom of God.
When we understand the kingdom of God, we
must understand the three aspects of it. Scriptural
references are obvious to which aspect being spoken of
according to context. There is the present aspect, the
coming aspect of the Millennial Kingdom in its fullness,
and finally, the aspect of the time following the
Millennial where all will be concluded unto the Father
with a new earth and new heaven.
The Present Kingdom
The Kingdom of God was prophesied and
understood to begin with the (first) coming of the
Messiah. The first mention was in Genesis 49:10 “The
sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver
from between his feet, until Shiloh come; . .” The
sceptre is the symbol of the king. This sceptre would not
depart from Judah until Shiloh come. There has been no
king in Judah since the Lord came. This is one of many
Scriptures that reveal that the Lord’s kingdom was set up
in His earthly ministry. It is in effect now, awaiting its
fullness when He returns.
This truth was also laid down clearly in Daniel 2,
when the prophet Daniel explained the dream of
Nebuchadnezzar. There were five kingdoms that were
illustrated by the parts of the image of gold, silver, brass,
iron and clay. Daniel 2:44 says: “And in the days of
these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom,
which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom
26

shall not be left to other people, but it shall break in
pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall
stand for ever.” It is clear in this passage that the God
of heaven will set up a kingdom in the days of these
kings; NOT sometime after they are gone. Those
kingdoms were defined in the text as Persia, Media,
Greece, Rome and a residue with Rome. The kingdom of
heaven would be set up while one of these is in power.
As we know, the Lord came in the days of Rome. The
text goes on to say in Daniel 2:45: “Forasmuch as thou
sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain
without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron,
the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great
God hath made known to the king what shall come to
pass hereafter: and the dream is certain, and the
interpretation thereof sure.” That stone that was cut
out without hands was the rock of Himself, on which the
Lord Jesus Christ built His church. (MT 16:18).
Ancient Baptist writers attested to their
understanding of this important truth. They knew that the
Lord appointed His kingdom to His church (Luke 22:29)
and that they were to continue faithfully as its executor.
This was much to the disdain of Protestants, however,
who have always (necessarily) believed the kingdom is
to be set up in the future. Their version of the kingdom
was to come into being as the fruit of their righteous
efforts. For many, this coincided with a post-millennial
eschatology. They believed that a Christian government
and Christian society would affect the world for good.
This would then usher the Lord to take His seat in that
kingdom. Some popular Protestant teachers today cite a
futuristic 10 toes of Daniel, presuming the Lord will set
up His kingdom when their time is through. The Lord
evidently did not consult with them when He said: “And
from the days of John the Baptist until now the
kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent
27

take it by force.” (Matthew 11:12). The point here is
that the Kingdom was set up already by the Lord. It was
visible and operational within a nation that had rejected
its King and continues today in the midst of a crooked
and perverse world.
The Lord Jesus Christ appointed the executorship
of the kingdom to His church when He instituted the
Lord’s Table. “And I appoint unto you a kingdom, as
my Father hath appointed unto me;” (Luke 22:29).
This church has been given authority to bind and loose,
(Matthew 18:18) and to operate according to the laws
and ordinances of its Founder. It was commissioned to
replicate itself with the promise of perpetuity with Him
unto the end of the world (Matthew 28:20).
Therefore, the New Testament church was
appointed to be the executor of the kingdom. The sole
duty of an executor is to carry out the will of the one
who appointed it. The executor does not create a will.
They can only carry it out. This is as any executive that
is appointed to carry out the laws and ordinances placed
in their trust and safeguard. The church was not
appointed to codify its own doctrines or traditions. It is
to adhere faithfully to that which we have received in the
word of God.
While the realm of the Kingdom of God is broad,
the only visible manifestation of it until the Lord’s
return is the New Testament church. The Lord’s church
is therefore the depository of His kingdom at this time.
This is much in every way as an embassy on foreign soil.
An embassy is commissioned by a sovereign nation to
represent its interests in a foreign country. It is vested
with authority to act on its behalf, according to the laws,
policies and ordinances given to it. The embassy does
not belong or submit to the nation of its locale, but to the
nation that commissioned it. The property on which it
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sets is considered to be the very soil of the nation it
represents. Their nation’s flag, therefore, flies over that
property though it may be half a world away from home.
When citizens of the embassy’s nation visit or reside in
that country, they may patriotically identify with the flag
of that embassy. They may even determine to be good
examples of their country while there. But do they all
have authority or appointment to operate in that
embassy? Can they stroll in and take part in diplomatic
negotiations or special meetings? The answer, of course,
is no.
Likewise, the Lord’s church is the seat of
authority in a foreign land where we occupy until He
comes. No other institution was given this commission.
Neither can anyone take this appointment upon
themselves. There are many saved people who identify
with the cross of Christ in this world. But the authority
of Christ is appointed to His church, not to the citizenry
of the Kingdom of God. Many Christians have
undertaken to set up organizations of their own to
represent Christ. These are largely a product of divergent
doctrines and practices. If they know the grace of God,
they are as saved as much as anyone in the New
Testament church. This is in the same way that an
American citizen living abroad is as much an American
as any official within the embassy, though they do not
officiate within that embassy.
The Coming Kingdom
The imminence of our Lord’s return includes the
matter of His ruling over this world for a thousand years
(Rev. 20:2-7). This is a matter of which most Christians
look for with expectation. This aspect of the prospective
fullness of the kingdom is sometimes taken to the
exclusion of the present. When the Lord returns to rule in
the millennium, the kingdom of God will be literally
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realized on earth. Therefore, the New Testament church
is commissioned to prepare the way for the coming rule
of our King. This is in similarity to the role of John the
Baptist. This is NOT to be confused with the
Catholic/Protestant aspect of using human government to
institute a millennium of our own.
The Lord’s church is commissioned to preach the
gospel, baptize the saved, and teach the laws and
ordinances of His kingdom to those who will teach
others (Matthew 28:19-20; 2Timothy 2:2). The New
Testament church is given full authority to bind and
loose, which is recognized in heaven (Matthew 18:18). It
is also commissioned to plant other New Testament
churches by the authority of Christ vested in it. (As given
in the great commission and demonstrated in the Acts of
the Apostles). All of these things are for the purpose and
expectation of the coming King who will physically rule
on this earth. Therefore, the kingdom He set up in His
earthly ministry is in occupation and preparation mode
while awaiting the arrival of its sovereign.
This present and coming aspect of the Kingdom
of God has been a defining matter of the New Testament
church within overall Christendom. Our ancient forbears
were keen in their understanding of this as is born out in
ancient record. This lies at the root of deeply held
convictions that led them to rather go to the stake than to
recant their baptism. This is not to say that their
Protestant detractors did not also believe in a kingdom of
their own. The Protestant reformers of Catholicism
established Christian government which was wed to their
state “church” system.
By self-appointment, they
undertook the institution of a Christianized society that
would bring about a thousand years of peace. Thus, the
Protestant “church”/government/society was to reign in
proxy for the Lord. This state/”church” kingdom was
therefore considered synonymously with salvation.
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Children were required to be “baptized” into it and
citizens were taxed to support both the government and
its “church.”
Naturally, the reformers had great antipathy for
those commonly called Baptists. The Baptists did not
recognize the religious organization of the reformers as
having any authority in things dealing with the Kingdom
of God. The executorship of the kingdom was appointed
to the Lord’s church. It was not for the Catholic system
that came much later, nor to its Protestant reformers.
Those who came to them from Protestantism did so by
baptism, which had nothing to do with their previous
mode of baptism (sprinkling, pouring or immersion). It
had everything to do with Scriptural legitimacy. This
earned them the name of “rebaptizers” (Anabaptists).
The Protestant version of baptism is related to salvation,
either mystically or literally (as it is still today). For the
Anabaptists (Baptists) it was not. Salvation is by grace
regardless of baptism. But Scriptural baptism is where
the regenerated soul enters into the Lord’s New
Testament Church.
Today, we still have the exact same issues. All
Protestants (and neo-Baptists of Protestant doctrine)
believe in a mystical, baptism of salvation. Their
immersion is a picture of that “one true” baptism of
regeneration, which is not another. Any baptism that is
unto another baptism (no matter the legitimate name it
claims) is not the ordinance that Christ gave His church
(Example: Acts 19:3).
The third aspect of the Kingdom of God
There is yet one more aspect to the Kingdom of
God which is often not considered. This is the final
aspect following the Millennial Reign and the Great
White Throne of judgment. This is when the Lord yields
it all up to the Father and there will be a new heaven and
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a new earth (Rev. 21:1). This is spoken of in 1Cor. 15:
24-28 “Then cometh the end, when he shall have
delivered up the kingdom to God, even the Father;
when he shall have put down all rule and all
authority and power.25 For he must reign, till he
hath put all enemies under his feet.26 The last enemy
that shall be destroyed is death.27 For he hath put all
things under his feet. But when he saith all things are
put under him, it is manifest that he is excepted,
which did put all things under him.28 And when all
things shall be subdued unto him, then shall the Son
also himself be subject unto him that put all things
under him, that God may be all in all.” This aspect of
the kingdom is also mentioned by Peter in 2Peter 3:1013 when the elements (of this present heaven and earth)
shall melt with a fervent heat. When the Lord prayed
“thy kingdom come” (Matthew 6:10) it is in obvious
reference to a future kingdom to come that envelopes all
aspects of the Kingdom of God as we know it.
So, in consideration of these three aspects of the
Kingdom of God, we may form our understanding of
how it relates to the church and to Christianity in general
- both present and future. It is clear that it was set up
during the Lord’s earthly ministry from the time of John
(Matthew 11:12). It is evident also that all saints from all
ages are within its realm and influence. (Matthew 8:11;
Luke 13:29). This kingdom was appointed to the New
Testament church for this time (Luke 22:29) and is the
only institution established by the Lord to do His work in
this time. Some saw a glimpse of its fullness before
tasting death. (Mark 9:1). It can be sought (Matt. 6:33),
received (Mark 10:15), waited for (Mark 15:43),
understood (Mark 4:11), and preached (Luke 4:43; Mark
1:14; Acts 19:8). There is an inheritance within it
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according to our faithfulness (Luke 18:29) which the
unrighteous shall not inherit (1 Cor. 6:9-10). 1
Future Gathering
It can be an interesting discussion to ask friends
who are proponents of the universal, invisible church to
produce their “church” from Scripture alone. The
premise of the invisible church is so fundamental to
Protestant Christianity, it is beyond question. After all,
anyone who has ever listened to media preachers, read
Christian periodicals, or attended a typical Bible college
will have heard “the body of Christ” mentioned
synonymously with Christianity on a regular basis.
According to this doctrinal presumption, every saved
person living or dead belongs to a mystical, invisible
“true church.” In reference to the rapture, we often hear
the phrase “the rapture of the church.” The Bible never
refers that the church is to be raptured, however, but the
saints.
There will come a day indeed when all who are
in Christ will be gathered (1 Thessalonians 4:16-17)
“For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and
with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall
1

Previous editions of this book relegated the Kingdom of God
essentially equivalent to the household of faith (salvation). Further
study, however, reveals much more about the Kingdom of God.
The kingdom of God certainly encompasses the realm of
salvation. All who know the grace of God are ultimately under the
jurisdiction and citizenship of the Kingdom of God. The
executorship, of the Kingdom, however, is clearly appointed to
the institution of the New Testament church for this time. This is
why the authority of the New Testament church cannot be
delegated or assumed by any other institution, regardless of
expedience or good intention.
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rise first: Then we which are alive and remain shall
be caught up together with them in the clouds, to
meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with
the Lord.”. (1 Corinthians 15:52) “In a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet
shall sound, and the dead shall be raised
incorruptible, and we shall be changed.” Watch the
terminology here, however, because, as Bible believers,
we place great importance on Bible words. This
“catching away” is not for the New Testament church
alone, but for all who are saved in this New Testament
age. (The dead in Christ and we which are alive and
remain.) There is nothing in the words of God, however,
suggesting that the distinction between the overall
household of faith and the New Testament church will
be abolished at the rapture. There are many who
conceive the “catching away” of all saints to portray a
grand, universal church in all its ecumenical glory. Thus,
their errant ecclesiology for this dispensation is undergirded by their misconception of the next. Indeed, if we
can mix the New Testament church, the rapture of the
saints and the family of God without regard for Bible
words, we might well invent an invisible, mystical
universal “church.” The object of this writing, however,
is to prove to the Bible believer that there is no such
thing in any age. We will also examine the origin of this
teaching, its rise to acceptance among Baptists, and the
devastating effect it has had on the New Testament
church in our time.
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IV. DEALING WITH

Review and Discussion:
1. Can you find any Scriptural evidence or even
suggestion that the church was founded at
Pentecost?
2. Why do you think people want to set the
beginning of the church at Pentecost?
3. Does the New Testament church match the
popular concept of the universal “church”? Is
there any harm in crossing God’s terminology?
4. When the rapture occurs, who does the Bible
say will be caught away? Is it just the church,
or is it all the saints?

THE DOCTRINE.

T

he premise of the universal-invisible church doctrine
has become so accepted among modern-day
Baptists, that to question it will elicit initial reactions of
scorn. Any opening arguments will likely go unheard as
they quietly make conclusions as to which heretical
camp you belong. Assuming the hearer is committed to
the Bible as the final authority, a much better venue is to
ask them to prove their doctrine, Scripturally. When the
issue is pressed, the answer will usually fall along these
lines. First, the premise is stated that there is a universalinvisible “church” to which all saved people belong.
(Among Baptists, this is usually followed by the
contradictory affirmation ‘but I am strongly local
church’). When proof texts are sought to prove the
premise, usually one or more of the following
possibilities will be applied: 1 Cor. 12:13; Eph. 1:22-23;
Eph. 5:25; Col. 1:18; Rom. 12:5; Gal. 3:27. Indeed, if
you are looking for a universal-invisible church, you can
apply its assumption in these passages.
Examining these “proof texts” grammatically,
literally, and contextually from Scripture alone, will
amply illustrate how this “premise to proof text” method
can lead to such error. As previously noted, all Scriptural
doctrines are introduced, defined, and explained within
Scripture itself. The universal-invisible church doctrine
doesn’t follow this pattern. It depends instead on the
introduction of an external premise, with proof-texts
appended. Allowing the Bible to define itself in these
proof texts is amazingly simple and clear. In fact, some
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of the “proof texts” used for the alleged universal
‘church’ reveal vivid truths for the literal, New
Testament church when words, grammar and context are
allowed to be considered. We trust the reader will
prayerfully consider as we examine each of these
common proof texts.

Review and Discussion:
1. Can doctrinal systems seem to help us gain a
rapid knowledge of Scripture?
2. Can a man-made, extra-Biblical system seem to
fit Scripture and appeal to our logical mind but
be in error?
3. What determines a system to be in error?
4. When the words of Scripture contradict the
elaborate system of theology we have learned,
the true Bible believer should:
a. Continue with the system because you
trust the testimony and proven
scholarship of those who teach it.
Anyone pointing out Bible words
without regard for the system obviously
lacks proper training or is not a real
Bible believer.
b. Throw out the system and carefully
study every word, phrase and
punctuation
mark;
making
all
interpretation subservient to God’s
words, God’s grammar and God’s
context.
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V. EXAMINING THE
“PROOF TEXTS.”
1 Corinthians12:13

1

Cor.12:13, “For by one Spirit are we all baptized
into one body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles,
whether we be bond or free; and have been all made
to drink into one Spirit.” When you ask someone to
prove the existence of a universal-invisible church, this
will often be the first verse referenced. It is used to
teach that the Holy Spirit “baptizes” you into an
invisible, mystical “body” at the point of salvation.
Outside of its context this verse is a strong argument for
a universal church, (even though “baptism” is never used
to mean “regeneration” anywhere in Scripture). The
error in this is undergirded by a disregard for Biblical
terms and a common understanding that we are indeed
“sealed” by the Holy Spirit upon salvation (1Cor. 1:22;
Eph. 1:13; 4:30; 2 Tim 2:19). Mixing the concept of
“sealing” with “baptism” however, is more than just a
semantical indiscretion. It is doctrinally pivotal, which
further illustrates the importance of observing God’s
words.
The reader will at once be confronted here as to
whether they will interpret the verse according to
religious system or according to the words, grammar and
context of this verse. There is also the matter of Biblical
precedent that must be considered. Acts 2:41 states
“Then they that gladly received his word were
baptized: and the same day there were added unto
them about three thousand souls.” If we are to
presume that 1 Cor. 12:13 must mean a mystical, Spirit
baptism of salvation that adds one to a mystical, invisible
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church, then it is only logically consistent (though utterly
absurd) to interpret Acts 2:41 by the same presumption.

access by one Spirit unto the Father.” Who has
access unto the Father? We do – BY ONE SPIRIT.

If we are going to consider 1 Corinthians 12:13
honestly, without any religious reservation of
preconception, we must examine every word in the
context that God gave it.

When this word “by” is used in an instrumental
sense, its object does not do the action. It influences or
enables the action. It is used in this way most often
throughout all Scripture. Furthermore, the Lord
demonstrates how He means it here by using it seven
times in this chapter in this instrumental (by means of)
sense. Not in the active voice which would be required
if the Holy Spirit is actually baptizing.

”FOR” This word links the verse to its context in the
same way a “therefore” does. So whatever the
interpretation, it must be in continuity with its context.
We ask the reader to read the twelfth chapter of
1Corinthians as we compare the words of verse 13
with the preceding verses.
“BY” This little preposition is used repeatedly in the
verses prior to this, showing us how it is to be
understood. Verse 3 says, “…no man speaking by the
Spirit of God calleth Jesus accursed: and that no
man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy
Ghost.” Notice here that it is NOT the Holy Spirit
doing the speaking, but a man, who does it BY the
Spirit. Verse 8 “For to one is given by the Spirit the
word of wisdom; to another the word of
knowledge by the same Spirit;” Verse 9 “To
another faith by the same Spirit; to another the
gifts of healing by the same Spirit;” In all seven
instances in this passage, the Spirit is not the doer, but
the enabler. It is “BY” (by way of) the Spirit that a
member speaks the word of wisdom, a word of
knowledge, has faith, does healing, etc. This
instrumental sense is common throughout Scripture. In
Luke 2:27, Simeon came “BY the Spirit into the
temple.” Who came? The Holy Spirit didn’t come.
Simeon came - BY the Spirit. 2 Corinthians 1:24 says
“…for by faith ye stand.” Who stands? Your faith
doesn’t stand. Ye do – by means of your faith.
Ephesians 2:18, “For through him we both have
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English is an analytic language, which relies on
word order and prepositions to convey a noun’s case.
This is a strong point of our language that allows for
nuances of expression to be built by context. Most
world languages (including Greek and Hebrew) are
synthetic. Synthetic languages integrate forms and
endings into root words to convey their case, gender,
action, etc. The placement of this little preposition
“by” can be enormously important in an English
sentence. In this case, its position makes all the
difference as to whether the Spirit is acting or
influencing the action.
Many people move the words around in their
mind according to religious presumption to say: “we
are all baptized by one Spirit.” This could indeed
indicate the Spirit is doing the baptizing. It is not
written that way at all, however. It is written: “by one
Spirit are we all baptized” which indicates He is the
instrumental influence or cause.
If we profess to believe the King James Bible
to be God’s gift to the English speaking people, and if
we profess that we believe every word of it, we are
bound by that profession to frame our doctrine
according to its words. To do otherwise is to admit
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condemnation upon ourselves for hypocrisy. Those
who do not make such a profession for our English
King James Bible, however, are just as culpable. They
cannot run to the Greek (of the Received Text) to
support their religious premise without dishonesty.
This is because the Greek bears it out clearly that the
Spirit is passive voice, and not active. The Greek
preposition of “by” in 1Cor.12:13 is έν (en).
Whenever you see the preposition ἐν, its object (or
objects) will always be in the dative case. The dative
case indicates its object (Spirit) to be the source of
influence or means by which something is done
(baptism). This is as opposed to the accusative case, in
which a preposition such as εἰς, or some usages of διά,
would be required to denote the Spirit actively
performs the action.
All of this is clear enough to the English reader
who is blessed to have a King James Bible. We need
only to observe the syntax of the sentence. We should
also be confidently armed against the dishonest
religionist who may seek to feign an elite refuge in the
Greek text. In any way it is sliced, the role of the Holy
Spirit in 1Cor. 12:13 is clearly not doing the baptizing.
His role is the influence upon us to be baptized into
that church body. This is exactly the same way (as
demonstrated in context) that He influences us in the
operation of our gifts within the church.
Nevertheless, if religious presumption prevails
in the reader’s heart over the English words; and if the
Greek expels all hope of obscurity; there is yet one
more refuge for the religionist. The modern-day
versions are more than happy to oblige religious
sentiment. The NIV, for example, has no scruples
regarding the words of God. If you want a mystical
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baptism of salvation, you can find it there. But you will
not find it anywhere in the King James Bible, nor its
underlying text. Let God be true and every man a liar.
“ONE SPIRIT” This “one Spirit” is an exclusive
oneness. It denotes a oneness of genuine, unique type the Holy Spirit. We know, of course, there are many
spirits, many bodies, many lords, many faiths and
many immersions that are called baptisms. But for us,
it is clear that there is “…one body, and one Spirit,
even as ye are called in one hope of your calling;
One Lord, one faith, one baptism,” (Eph. 4:4-5).
The “one” in 1Cor. 12:13 stresses the theme of unity in
contrast to schism in the body (vs. 25). We will deal
more particularly with this “one body” and “one
baptism” further on in this book.
“ARE” This is not a past-perfect “were” which could
express an action performed and completed by the
Spirit Himself. This “are” is present tense showing a
continuing state of influence.
“WE ALL” If we presume that the “the body” in this
text is a universal, mystical entity, we will naturally
conclude that this “we all” refers to all of us who had a
mystical baptism of regeneration into its universal
membership. But laying all presumption aside, let us
allow the text to interpret itself. The “all” in this “we
all” is in reference the four categories of people listed
– Jews, Gentiles, bond or free. (Read the verse).
Regardless of race or social standing, “We all” operate
as members of our New Testament church the same
way members of a physical body operate together
(hence the metaphor). To fully comprehend the
message in this, we must be mindful of the social
climate of the time. Every person living in Corinth was
either a Jew, a Gentile or a slave. Each segment of that
society was varied from the other. Yet it was by one
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Spirit that affected each upon salvation to identify with
Christ by baptism into that church body. Paul is
teaching them here that they are to function together as
one body. It was not to be “We Jews and you Gentiles”
or “You slaves and we free men” but “We all.”
Bear in mind also that in metaphorical
language, the use of “we” is totally appropriate even if
it does not include the narrator. The context of this “we
all” (Jews, Gentiles, bond or free) is tied to “whether
we be”.2 These are all likened to members of a “body”
which is a metaphor for the New Testament church.
Paul referred to another metaphor the same way just
two chapters prior to this. The context there deals with
the elements of the Lord’s Supper which are metaphors
for the blood and body of Christ. 1Cor. 10:16 “The cup
of blessing which we bless, is it not the communion of
the blood of Christ? The bread which we break, is it
not the communion of the body of Christ?” Paul refers
to the partaking of this local church ordinance in the
first-person, plural (we) though he was not with them,
nor was he a member of that church. We naturally
understand this example of “we” does not necessarily
include the narrator. It is simply something that “we
all” practice within each New Testament church body.
So it is in the case of our text in 1 Cor. 12:13. Nobody
reading this at the time it was penned would have
taken it any differently (especially since the universal,
invisible “body” doctrine had not yet been invented).
This can be easily substantiated because if the “we all”
must be taken in a universal sense, then there is a
2

That “whether” is a figurative option. It is used again in verse
26 “And whether one member suffer, all the members suffer
with it; or one member be honoured, all the members rejoice
with it.”
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grammatical conflict in just a few verses further where
Paul said of this church “Now ye are the body of
Christ, and members in particular”.
For added examples, notice how Paul uses
himself hypothetically also in chapter 13:1-3 with an
"I." Notice how he uses "we" and "ye"
interchangeably also in 1 Thes. 5:5. He also uses "we"
for "I" in 1Thes. 3:1. You will need to look these
verses up to get the sense of what “we” are saying
here.
”BAPTIZED” As mentioned earlier, historic Baptists
are the only people who do not make “church” and
“salvation” synonymous. Likewise, we are the only
people who do not make baptism and salvation
synonymous. The heresy of baptismal salvation was
one of the first to enter Christendom. It is encapsulated
in both Catholicism and Protestantism in one form or
another. The Protestant concept of a mystical, invisible
baptism at the point of salvation is an unquestionable
point of orthodoxy among pseudo-Baptists who
proudly brandish the Baptist name, but who are
Protestant by doctrine.
Let’s face it. The only reason baptism is made
to be salvation here is because it fits the premise of a
universal-invisible “church.” This interpretation is not
arrived at Biblically. It is a product of the “premise-toproof-text” approach. Unfortunately, most of us were
brought up on this interpretation and never thought to
question it. Considering the huge impact such an
interpretation makes, the only safe approach is to
restrict the interpretation to the words, grammar and
comparative usage. Anything else is a pretext. The
Catholic/Protestant pretext of baptismal regeneration
has no Scriptural foundation. This baptism is NOT
salvation. It is water baptism just as in Acts 2:41.
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“Then they that gladly received his word were
baptized: and the same day there were added unto
them about three thousand souls.” It is “BY” the one
Spirit, we follow Christ in baptism in the same way
that “BY” one spirit we say Jesus is the Lord and ”BY”
that spirit are spiritual gifts exercised.
The term “baptism” signifies an overwhelming
or immersion. Those who make this a “Spirit baptism”
liken it to the terminology of the “baptism with the
Holy Ghost” as first prophesied by John the Baptist.
Jesus Christ confirmed this prophecy, saying it would
occur in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and the uttermost
part of the earth (Acts 1:8). This prophecy was
fulfilled - in exactly all four places we are told it
would. It happened in Jerusalem (Acts 2:1-4). It
happened in Samaria (Acts 8:17). It happened in Judea
(Acts 10:46). It happened in the uttermost part (Acts
19:6). At no time was this “baptism with the Holy
Ghost” salvation. It was an empowerment signifying
the Lord’s authority on His New Testament church.
However, if there are those who want to believe that
their salvation was a “baptism with the Holy Ghost”,
then it is only reasonable to expect the same
manifestations accompanying it. Although there have
been feeble attempts at mimicking this, it has yet to be
seen.
“ONE BODY” Again, this is obviously a numeric
unity in connection with the “one Spirit” that works in
diversities of operations, but it is the same God which
worketh all in all. This “one body” is used the same
way in Eph. 4:4-5. It is “one” in type and in unity. This
“one body” is directly defined in vs. 27 “Now ye are
the body of Christ, and members in particular.”
(Keep in mind that Paul wrote this church epistle to a
literal, local, New Testament church.) Paul later wrote
to the local, New Testament Church at Ephesus about
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how the Lord brought saved Jews and Gentiles
together in one body in chapter 2, vs 16 “And that he
might reconcile both unto God in one body by the
cross, having slain the enmity thereby:”
Why then would “we” go outside the context,
and outside of Scripture to define this body? When
people believed the gospel, they were baptized and
added unto the local body. All this was BY that ONE
SPIRIT. It could not be clearer that “body” is a
teaching metaphor for the local church. This chapter
even gives a lengthy illustration of how each member
works together as functioning parts of one body. Some
are more feeble (vs. 22). We bestow more abundant
honour to those we think less honourable (vs. 23). All
this that there should be no schism in the body; but that
the members should have the same care one for
another (vs. 25). And whether one member suffer, all
the members suffer with it; or one member be
hounoured, all members rejoice with it. (vs. 26). Then
he tells this local, New Testament church at Corinth in
the next verse “NOW YE ARE THE BODY OF
CHRIST.” If you will consider this passage, you will
see that it is impossible for a universal, invisible
church to operate in this context.
Schism in the Invisible Body?
Furthermore, if the “body of Christ” is an
invisible, universal composite of Christians, there are
some serious schisms in it. Fundamentalists who
disdain ecumenism while embracing this “universal
church” concept have a real complication here. There
is to be no schism (separation) in the body of Christ, (1
Cor. 12:25 “That there should be no schism in the
body; but that the members should have the same
care one for another.” If the “body of Christ” is
composed of all Christianity, then the ecumenists, neo46

evangelicals, and the entire contemporary Christian
culture are correct. (Their platform is in fact, based on,
and is consistent with this very premise.) But allowing
the Bible to define “body of Christ” makes the issue of
“ecclesiastical separation” amazingly simple and
complete. It also lifts the veil to a tremendously rich
concept of your relationship with your church. Isn’t
that how the Lord works? The complicated inventions
of man cannot approach the profound simplicity of
Christ.
Inventing an Entity out of a Metaphor
Those entrenched in the concept of a mystical,
invisible body might argue, ”The local church cannot
be the body, because that means there are many bodies
of Christ!” They have obviously missed the metaphor
and the important aspect it teaches. Obviously, this
“body” is not the physical flesh and bones of Christ.
Therefore, the definition must be sought within the
direct context of Scripture. This is by-passed if we
already accept a pre-conceived entity instead of the
metaphor. We therefore miss the entire passage!
We use the same metaphor for the Lord’s
Supper. We distribute many pieces of unleavened
bread and quote the Lord, saying, “…This is my body
which is broken for you…” Nobody ever says, “how
can this piece in my hand be His body when everyone
else has a piece just like mine?”
We know
instinctively that this is a metaphor. But we have
allowed the term “Body of Christ” to be annexed to
form a false entity and divert a valuable teaching about
the Lord’s church. Further along, we will discuss this
term “body” in Scripture.
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Back to the Foundation
We would like to once again underscore a point
about our approach on this verse and those that follow.
It is usually easiest and more direct to prove a point in
a deductive manner. That is, you start from the premise
of conclusion and prove it with supporting evidence.
Building a case inductively requires an examination of
each word in the text and how they relate to others in
that passage and throughout Scripture – rejecting any
premise. Although more difficult to convey, this
approach is far safer when discerning Scriptural truth.
If we are consistent with this approach, the Bible will
simply interpret itself without the help of anyone’s
spin or interpretation. In fact, anyone proclaiming to be
a Bible believer who will not submit their “beliefs” to
Scripture words is certainly of another spirit.
Presenting an argument from this approach assumes
the reader is of a Berean spirit. They think critically.
They love truth and would take sides with the words of
Scripture even against themselves.
The deductive approach, however, is easier to
communicate. It tends to encapsulate a concept into
one easy pill. In this way we grasp trusted systems of
thought, rehearsing its elements when needed. The
chief weakness of building from a deductive argument
is that presumptions are often baked into the recipe.
Therefore, it is possible that a very convincing
argument could be made in defense of a premise that
could not otherwise be concluded through inductive
study. Proponents of the universal church naturally do
this very thing. They begin with the Protestant system
of a mystical baptism of salvation that places each of
us into a mystical body. Since 1 Cor. 12:13 (when
isolated from its context) can be presumed to support
their conclusion, their argument will necessarily take a
deductive approach. In the interest of truth, however,
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we put forth this friendly challenge. We address it
particularly to those who believe this text teaches a
mystical body/baptism while staunchly claiming to
believe every word of the King James Bible. If you
really believe the words of this Book, build an answer
for your belief in an inductive manner as we have
done; based FROM the words, context and grammar of
the King James Bible. If you truly love truth, try this
experiment and temporarily set aside your system in
deference to the words of the Book.
Please note that if the prospect of this makes
you angry, then ask yourself why. If you react as the
Jews did in Paul’s day - casting off your clothes and
throwing dust into the air - you are . . . . . exposing
yourself.
Ephesians 1:22-23
Another common “proof text” we want to
examine is Eph.1:22-23, “And hath put all things
under his feet, and gave him to be the head over all
things to the church, Which is his body, the fulness
of him that filleth all in all.” The use of “the church”
and “his body” in the singular generic sense is used as
“proof” that “the church” is an invisible and universal
entity. But neither of these terms teach this, nor does
the Bible teach it anywhere. In the 115 times the word
“church” is used in Scripture, more than 100 of those
times it is speaking specifically of an individual, local,
visible, assembly. One of those times it is applied to
the Old Testament gathering of Israel in the
wilderness. In the remaining instances it is used in the
generic institutional sense. The universal church
proponents hinge their doctrine on a common generic
usage of a term that is elsewhere clearly defined in
Scripture in overwhelming proportion.
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What’s a Synecdoche?
The presumption of a universal, invisible
“church” stumbles over a common usage in Scripture
and everyday language. It is a figure of speech called
a synecdoche, [si-NEK-de-kee] which is a singular
noun that stands in place of a plurality. For example:
when the Bible says in 1 Peter 4:17 “…judgment
must begin at the house of God:..” we understand
“…the house of God:..” is the local church, though he
does not say “houses of God.” Another example of a
synecdoche in 1 Cor. 11:3 “…and the head of the
woman is the man; and the head of Christ is God.”
Nobody imagines “the woman” and “the man” in the
generic singular to be a universal-invisible entity. In
John 18:20, Jesus referenced that he “taught in the
synagogue.” We know he taught in many synagogues.
“And Jesus went about all the cities and villages,
teaching in their synagogues…” Matthew 9:35 (see
also Matthew 4:23, Mark 1:39, Luke 4:15, 4:44 and
13:10.) But the Lord uses “the synagogue” in this
same generic sense. Everyone understood him, and
nobody imagined a “universal synagogue.” Indeed,
the Jewish synagogue is always literal, visible and
independent in the same sense the New Testament
church is.3 When Peter said, “Submit yourselves to
every ordinance of man for the Lord’s sake:
whether it be to the king, as supreme;” (1 Peter
2:13) there were many men and many kings in the
world. Does anyone imagine a universal, invisible
Although there are different kinds of synagogues today
(typically Orthodox, Conservative and Reformed) the Jews have
no universal, denominational or invisible concept connected to
them. Each is independent and literal. There is no such thing as
an invisible, universal synagogue of Jews.
3
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“man” or “king” from this passage? He used it the
same way in 1 Peter 2:17 “…Honour the king.”
Which king? Obviously he is speaking of the ruling
head of state wherever you may live. We are all
familiar with Jeremiah 17:9 which says, “The heart is
deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked:
who can know it?” When we read “the heart,” does
anyone imagine a universal-invisible heart? Of course
not! God uses this synecdoche form of speech often in
generalizing plural nouns.
You Use it Everyday.
We also use this form of speech commonly
today. When we speak of “the sanctity of the American
home,” we do not imagine an invisible, universal home
in which we all mystically abide. Nor when we say,
“The dog is man’s best friend”, do we imagine a
universal dog. “That car really hugs the road.” Which
road? Is there one invisible, universal road? We could
make a long list of examples of this form of speech in
Scripture and in everyday language, but it should not
be necessary. The point here is that the universalinvisible church doctrine seizes on these few generic
applications to hang their doctrine, having no
Scriptural precedent otherwise. At the same time,
ignoring the overwhelming majority of times the word
cannot be wrested to mean anything other than a
literal, visible, physical assembly. Any doctrine
depending on an element of obscurity to prove an
external premise should be immediately quarantined
and examined carefully!
Ephesians 5:25
Let’s look at the next proof text. Ephesians
5:25: “Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ
also loved the church, and gave himself for it;”
Again, the use here of a generic singular (synecdoche)
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is the rationale for proving a universal-invisible
church. But let’s look at the entire text, starting in vs.
22. “Wives, submit yourselves unto your own
husbands, as unto the Lord. 23. For the husband is
the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of
the church:..” (Stop) Here again, we have “the
husband” (only one) and “the wife” (only one) and
“the church” (only one). How many husbands, wives
and churches are there in the world? Does the singular
use mean that we have to spiritualize them into
something universal and invisible? How can we
selectively interpret “church” in a mystical manner,
while not doing so with “the husband” or “the wife”
in the same sentence? This verse goes on to say
“…and he is the saviour of the body.” Here “the
body” is used, of which Christ is “the head.” What a
perfect metaphor! A church should operate as a unit of
members, sharing pains and joys just like a physical
body; and Christ is the head. This same metaphor is
used in Colossians 1:18 (another “proof-text” for the
universal-invisible church). By making him the head of
an invisible church, we change the nature of the local
church and therefore make Christ only a figurative
head (which is a Catholic nuance passed down through
Protestantism). If Christ is not the actual head of a
local assembly, it is not a New Testament church!
As the text continues, notice the present and
future relationship the local church has with Christ,
“24. Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ,
so let the wives be to their own husbands in every
thing. 25. Husbands, love your wives, even as
Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for
it; 26. That he might sanctify and cleanse it with
the washing of water by the word, 27. That he
might present it to himself a glorious church, not
having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing; but that
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it should be holy and without blemish.”
It is hard for some to conceptualize a particular
church itself actually having a relationship with Christ.
(The difference is striking when you become part of a
New Testament church that does). The universal,
invisible church doctrine completely sifts this truth in
popular teaching. By comparison, however, the truth
that we as individuals have a personal relationship with
Christ is commonly understood. Paul said in Galatians
2:20 “…and the life which I now live in the flesh I
live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me,
and gave himself for me.” Paul understood how
Christ gave Himself for him in an individual (local)
sense. However, our conception of how Christ gave
Himself for a local New Testament church is often
nullified as a result of the popular universal church
doctrine.

first works; or else I will come unto thee quickly,
and will remove thy candlestick out of his place,
except thou repent.” If leaving the doctrine of the
espoused headship of Christ to His local church is
grounds for a church to lose its candlestick, then most
churches today never had one! Colossians 2:18-19
“Let no man beguile you of your reward in a
voluntary humility and worshipping of angels,
intruding into those things which he hath not seen,
vainly puffed up by his fleshly mind, And not
holding the Head, from which all the body by joints
and bands having nourishment ministered, and knit
together, increaseth with the increase of God.”
The Church of God.

Let the reader not miss the importance of this.
The local church is meant to perceive its relationship
with its espoused head. A wife that tends to all the
important things in life but disregards her husband has
left her first love, and this has serious consequences.
This same church of Ephesus is addressed by Christ in
Revelation for this very thing. He says in Rev.2:4
“Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee,
because thou hast left thy first love.” So, what other
definition could there be for “first love” here? Does it
mean “Zeal” or “A militant defense of the
fundamentals”? Evidently not, because this church was
just commended for its zeal in doctrine and truth in the
preceding two verses. What shall we say it was then?
A warm and fuzzy feeling? Or was it the church’s
relationship to Christ as revealed in the epistle to this
very church? If the latter, then we must heed the next
words of Christ in verse five “Remember therefore
from whence thou art fallen, and repent, and do the

We add yet another point concerning this
church that Christ loved and gave Himself for? When
Paul was at Miletus and sent for the elders of the
church in Ephesus, (Acts 20:17) he used the same
terminology. This is significant because this is
definitely a singular, literal, local church whose literal
elders he addressed. “And from Miletus he sent to
Ephesus, and called the elders of the church. And
when they were come to him, he said unto them, Ye
know, from the first day that I came into Asia, after
what manner I have been with you at all seasons,”
(Acts 20:17-18) His discourse continues to these men
for the next several verses. Notice something very
interesting however in verse 28: “Take heed therefore
unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which
the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed
the church of God, which he hath purchased with
his own blood.” It is interesting how he called this
singular, local church of Ephesus “the church of
God.” He was not speaking to a denominational
convention here, nor an assembly of the world council
of churches. He was speaking to the elders of one
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particular, local church. Furthermore, he said of this
local church that the Lord “…purchased it with his
own blood.” Do you mean to say that this one
particular, local church (let’s call it the First Baptist
church of Ephesus) is called the church of God? And
that Christ purchased it with His own blood? YES!
That is exactly what he said. And so with the First
Baptist church of Smyrna, Corinth, the churches of
Galatia and even the particular local New Testament
church that you may belong to today! “Husbands,
love your wives, even as Christ also loved the
church, and gave himself for it;”
Romans 12:4-5
Now let’s go to Romans 12:4-5: “For as we
have many members in one body, and all members
have not the same office: So we, being many, are
one body in Christ, and every one members one of
another.” Most commentaries and doctrinal
statements interpret this verse in an ecumenical,
universal sense. It is supposed that all Christians are
members of this body and therefore it must be
mystical. The book of Romans, however, is a church
epistle.
Furthermore,
we
understand
this
interdependence of members within that body in the
light of Scriptural definition already covered. The
wording is strikingly similar to 1 Cor. 12:12: “For as
the body is one, and hath many members, and all
the members of that one body, being many, are one
body: so also is Christ.” The context also reiterates
the theme of that chapter (1 Cor. 12:4), Now there are
diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit. Romans
12:6-8 goes on to say “Having then gifts differing
according to the grace that is given to us, whether
prophecy, let us prophesy according to the
proportion of faith; 7. Or ministry, let us wait on
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our ministering: or he that teacheth, on teaching; 8.
Or he that exhorteth, on exhortation: he that
giveth, let him do it with simplicity; he that ruleth,
with diligence; he that sheweth mercy, with
cheerfulness.” These gifts are those that are exercised
in the local church. Prophecy (forth-telling; preaching),
ministry, teaching, exhorting, giving, ruling, mercy
(benevolence, etc.)
While there is nothing in the direct text that
specifically limits it only to the literal local church, there
is no reason to take it any other way. Not only does it
share the same wording with texts that DO limit the
same teaching to the local church, but the Bible knows
nothing of any other institution! The idea of a “mystical,
invisible church” never came into being until long after
the Bible was written. Without the presupposition of this
concept, there would be no other sense to take it other
than the one established by Scriptures. We would not
even do that in common language today. The word
“body” is always literal. Whether it is an actual physical
body, or an associational body. For example: a “student
body” or “congressional body” or “judicial body”, etc.
All of these are literal assemblies that work together as a
body. Nobody would imagine such a thing to be nonliteral. Does it not require a religious thought pattern to
step outside the accepted use of language with such
impunity?
Galatians 3:27
Next, we want to deal with Gal 3:27: “For as
many of you as have been baptized into Christ have
put on Christ.” This verse is seen by some to support
an invisible church/invisible baptism of salvation.
They completely ignore the “as” in this verse and read
it to say “For as many of you [that] have been baptized
into Christ.” If read in this way, this baptism could be
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understood either mystically or that salvation is by a
baptism. That word “as”, however, needs to be
reckoned with. Webster’s Universal College
Dictionary gives twenty four variations of the word
“as”. The most common uses denote degree, extent or
(as in this case) example of likeness. Context usually
makes the sense obvious, as when the Lord said
“Behold, I come as a thief”. When it is used to
express “that”, it is usually preceded by “such” or “the
same”. The best way to know how it is meant,
however, is to examine the words around it apart from
any pre-conceived system.
Baptism in the Bible.
Baptism itself is never the equivalent of
salvation. It is the testimony of it. It was the first thing
people did as a result of salvation in the New
Testament. They said “…here is water; what doth
hinder me to be baptized?” (Acts 8:36). “Then they
that gladly received his word were baptized:..”
(Acts 2:41). And so the Samaritans “when they
believed…they were baptized, both men and
women” (Acts 8:12). When Paul was saved he
“…arose, and was baptized” (Acts 9:18). When the
house of Cornelius was saved, they were
“…baptized…” (Acts 10:48). When God opened
Lydia’s heart, she was “…baptized…” (Acts 16:15).
The Philippian jailor “…was baptized, he and all his,
straightway” (Acts 16:33). Crispus, and many of the
Corinthians “…hearing believed, and were
baptized” (Acts 18:8). The men of Ephesus “When
they heard this, they were baptized in the name of
the Lord Jesus” (Acts 19:5).
Our Identification.

false cults, have almost negated the importance of
Baptism. We see in the Bible how important it was for
new converts to immediately identify with Christ in
this way. Baptism is, after all, part of the great
commission. The Lord said in Mark 16:16 “He that
believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that
believeth not shall be damned.” Obviously, we see in
this passage that condemnation is for unbelief (“. . he
that believeth not shall be damned.”), not failure to
be baptized. But we point out that the Lord considered
baptism important enough to include it as a
consequence of salvation. Although baptism is not
salvation, it is the like figure of it (1 Pet. 3:21).
Baptism is, above all, an identification. When
the children of Israel were “baptized unto Moses” (1
Cor. 10:2), they were identified with him. When Jesus
Christ was Baptized of John, he identified himself with
John’s ministry. He immediately continued that Godordained baptism and preached the same gospel John
the Baptist preached. We identify with Christ and His
death, burial and resurrection upon baptism (Rom. 6:34; Col. 2:12). This is of utmost importance to the
follower of Christ. In whatever way you were
identified before, you now identify with Christ at
baptism. Don’t miss how the text continues in
Galatians 3 at verse 28-29: “There is neither Jew nor
Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is
neither male nor female: for ye are all one in Christ
Jesus. And if ye be Christ’s, then are ye Abraham’s
seed, and heirs according to the promise.” When a
Jewish person follows in believer’s baptism, he has
“put on” (identified with) Christ. Likewise for the
Gentile. There is no distinction but Christ.

It is unfortunate that many modern Baptists, in
their effort to dispel the confusion of Cambellism and
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Their Identification.
There are many religious organizations,
however, that also baptize adult converts into their
membership. Naturally, they tend to be very adamant
about the identification of their baptism. If you wanted
to become a Roman Catholic, you would have to be
baptized into the Catholic Church. To be a Mormon,
one is baptized into the Mormon Church. One becomes
a Jehovah’s Witness by being baptized into their
organization. Many Protestants baptize infants and
adults into their denominations. Other groups may
come and go, performing their variation of baptism.
Christ’s baptism, however, is performed by the
institution He founded and commissioned to carry it
out. None other is valid for the testimony of Christ.
When you follow Christ in New Testament church
baptism, you are putting on Christ in identification
with Him. This is why New Testament Churches
historically regarded Scriptural baptism with such
importance. They did not recognize immersion from
cults, religious organizations and state churches. Those
coming from these were baptized upon profession of
salvation. This naturally earned the contempt of state
churches and the derisive title of “re-baptizers”
(Anabaptists).
Let the Bible Define it.

can go to the Bible itself and find ample introduction,
definition and explanation of baptism.
Baptism is an overwhelming. It is not always
water baptism. There was the baptism with the Holy
Ghost. It was prophesied (introduced) in Matthew
3:11, Mark 1:8, Luke 3:16, and John 1:33. Then it was
promised, Acts 1:5; explained, Acts 1:8; and delivered
in Acts 2. Obviously, the baptism in Galatians 3:27 is
not the same as the baptism with the Holy Ghost,
which fell upon saved people with a spectacular
manifestation. Nor is it the same thing as the sealing of
the Holy Spirit, which happens to a believer at the
moment of salvation. The sealing was introduced in 2
Cor.1:22, explained in Eph.1:13, and further defined in
Eph. 4:30 and 2 Tim.2:19. But the baptism in our text
“For as many of you as have been baptized into
Christ have put on Christ” has no alternative
definition in Scripture. Apart from an extra-biblical
presumption, there is no reason to insert such a unique
definition as a mystical baptismal regeneration. After
all, if there were such a departure from the established
use of the term, would it be mentioned so casually
without explanation? This verse (and 1 Cor. 12:13)
uses the term in a manner that is assumed to be
understood. And indeed it has been by the New
Testament church throughout the centuries, as well as
those who use the Bible for its own dictionary today.

The modern ecumenical mindset however,
cannot accept water baptism in Galatians 3:27. This is
because it is the undoing of an entire system of
theology. Many who would forthrightly oppose
baptismal salvation (as we also do) will outright
contradict themselves and interpret this baptism to be
salvation! The answer is really very simple. Scriptural
doctrines are introduced, defined and explained within
Scripture itself (apart from any external premise). You

Romans 6:3-5 Know ye not, that so many of
us as were baptized into Jesus Christ were baptized
into his death? Therefore we are buried with him
by baptism into death: that like as Christ was
raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father,
even so we also should walk in newness of life. For
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Romans 6:3

if we have been planted together in the likeness of
his death, we shall be also in the likeness of his
resurrection:
In light of Galatians 3:27, we examine a similar
verse. There are some who detach the phrase “baptized
into Jesus Christ” in these verses and grapple with it.
Adherents of the invisible, universal “church” presume
this baptism is the point of salvation, which they
legitimize in their perception of 1 Corinthians 12:13.
Thus, they logically contend that anyone believing it to
be water baptism must certainly be a “baptismal
ssalvationist.” Ironically, it is they who believe this
baptism is salvation, not us.
Again, we see the drastic effect of
interpretation by premise. They read this verse to say:
“. . that so many of us [that] were baptized into Jesus
Christ . . .” when in fact, the Bible says: “…that so
many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ…”
This little word “as” makes a world of difference. It
conveys the meaning of example, which is continued
in the next verse: “…that like as Christ was raised
up from the dead…” Paul used baptism
comparatively to illustrate what he was teaching in this
passage. Baptism is the picture of our death to this
world and life anew with Christ, which is the theme of
that entire chapter. But those who accept a universal,
invisible “church” tend to wrest this picture from its
context, and conform it to a mystical preconception.
Even without its context, there would be other
grammatical problems within that verse alone
preventing it from being a mystical baptism of
salvation. The matter is completely clarified, however,
by reading the context or simply observing the word
“as” in that verse and “like” in the next.
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Review and Discussion:
1. If you study 1Cor. 12:13 as if you had no
preconceptions; basing your interpretation
solely on God’s usage of words in that chapter
(observing the seven uses of “by”, His
contextual illustration of “body” as well as the
outright definition of it in verse 27) could you
find anything suggesting a mystical, invisible,
universal church or baptism?
2. Define the term “metaphor”.
3. Define the term “synecdoche” and find your
own examples of it (whether in Scripture or
common usage).
4. What are the contrasting people groups that
made up the church of Corinth?
5. Since all the members of a local, New
Testament church function together as a body,
who functions as its head?
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VI. THE FUNDAMENTALIST
BAPTISM OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT.

C

harismatics claim an experiential occurrence that
comes upon them similar to the event of the
baptism with the Holy Ghost on the church in Acts 2.
Fundamentalists attempt to refute this claim by proving
that all believers are baptized by the Holy Spirit at the
point of conversion. Many books have been written by
fundamentalists on the subject as they labor to “dispel
the confusion.” Here is a stark example of the
“premise-to-proof-text” mentality run amok. The
phrase “baptism of the Holy Spirit” is not found
anywhere in the King James Bible. Nor is the doctrine
they have framed for it. Yet, the fundamentalist
accepts the Charismatic premise, and attempts to find
his own verses to redefine it. In doing so, they
inevitably mix the sealing of the Holy Spirit, the
baptism with the Holy Ghost on the early church, and
our baptism into the local body of Christ to produce a
solution.
The Lord’s doctrine is based on the Lord’s
words. The word differences are not “semantical hair
splitting.” As an alternative to Charismatic claims, our
brethren of Protestant Fundamentalist doctrine are
satisfied with an answer of a mystical baptism of
salvation. The textual juggling act, however, is totally
unnecessary when we abandon all preconceptions and
let the Bible define itself. The chief preconception
underlying all of this is the notion of the universal,
invisible church. Remove that premise, and the answer
simply falls into place where it was meant to be. We
have seen how this teaching does not come from
Scripture. Let’s see where it originates.
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Review and Discussion:
1. Summing up what we have studied thus far, are
there any words in Scripture that we can
overlook, replace or set aside when seeking a
Biblical interpretation of a text?
2. What does the Bible teach about “baptism by
the Holy Spirit”?
3. Is baptism ever used synonymously with
salvation in Scripture? If so, where?
4. Reading Acts 2:1-4, were you ever baptized
with the Holy Ghost?
5. In studying each Scriptural mention, is there a
difference between the sealing of the Holy
Spirit (2Cor 1:22; Eph 1:13; Eph 4:30) and
baptism with the Holy Ghost? (Acts 2:1-4).
6. What determines legitimate water baptism?
Isn’t it just a matter of proper mode?
7. Is the immersion of the cults legitimate? Why
or why not?
There will be some more pointed discussion
questions building on the topic of water baptism in
the next chapter.
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VII. THE ORIGIN OF THE
UNIVERSAL CHURCH
DOCTRINE.

M

any historians date the official founding of the
“universal” church at 325 AD, when
Constantine presided over the ecumenical council of
Nicea. The concept itself, however, existed prior to
this. It was a teaching of Alexandrian “Church fathers”
such as Origen, who is also known for his corruptions
of the Scripture. The “new versions” of the universal
church are still based on these. But at the point of the
council of Nicea, the “universal church” concept and
the state of Rome were wed. The name “Catholic”
means “universal” and hence its name. The “universal”
(instead of local) aspect facilitated an organized,
structured hierarchy. This is when the denominational
sense of the word “church” came into existence. Thus,
the “church of Rome” became understood not as an
assembly, but as a corporate organization. A thousand
years later, a reformation of this universal church
began by those protesting some of its errors. These
“Protestants” sought not to dismantle the system, but to
reform it in certain areas. When men such as Luther,
Calvin and Zwingli were expelled from the Roman
church, they went on to establish their own reformed
version. None of these men ever submitted to a New
Testament church for baptism. Thus, the Protestant
heritage and legitimacy is thoroughly Catholic. They
have Catholic baptism, Catholic ordination, Catholic
communion and a Catholic foundation. To this day, all
Protestant denominations and inter-denominational
fellowships ultimately derive their heritage and charter
through their Catholic mother. Likewise, Baptist
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assemblies and fellowships of Protestant doctrine share
the exact same doctrinal heritage.
New Testament churches, however, were never
part of the Roman system. Nor were they part of the
Protestant revision of it. Protestants, in fact, persecuted
the New Testament church very heavily.4 This
persecution was fierce also in colonial America, where
Protestant state churches would beat and imprison
Baptists. The distinctions of New Testament churches
from Protestantism and its mother church were clear.
They were labeled derisively throughout history with
various names. They came to be known collectively as
Anabaptists or “re-baptizers.” This was because they
baptized those who came to them upon testimony of
salvation. The “Anabaptists” did not recognize any
previous “baptism” of infants, and unsaved persons.
Nor did they recognize any other authority to baptize
except the New Testament church. Along about the
1600’s, the “ana” began to be dropped from their
name.
The Anabaptists were not all perfect, nor are
their descendents. Some had heretical teachings and
errors just as today. The New Testament epistles
reveal that churches were made up of imperfect people
in apostolic times, just as they are now. What
4
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constitutes a New Testament church, however, is not
the perfection of its people, but its foundation and its
present Head.
The reformers founded their Protestant
denominations on the Catholic, universal church
concept. They carry the same denominational sense of
the word “church” as instituted in Catholicism. One
basic catechism of Protestantism is the so-called
“apostle’s creed.” It states within it that: “I believe
in...the holy catholic church,..” (The lower case “c” of
course denotes the universal “church,” not the Roman
system). Essentially therefore, there are two concepts
attached to the term “church” in common use. One is
that of the New Testament church in the Biblical sense,
adhered to by a very small minority. The other is the
universal church in the catholic sense as accepted by a
majority of “Christianity” today.

Review and Discussion:
1. Is the catholic ‘church’ a progression of the
original New Testament church that Jesus
Christ founded and has it ever had authority to
render the ordinances or give ordination?
2. Were any of its daughters given authority to
baptize, give the Lord’s Supper or ordain
elders? In other words, did the reformed
Protestant version of the Catholic ‘church’ ever
become the New Testament church?
3. Could Protestantism reform itself sufficiently
enough to become a New Testament church,
acquiring the authority which the Lord gave on
the church He founded?
4. Is the immersion of an Evangelical Protestant
or an inter-denominational church scripturally
legitimate? Why or why not?
5. Is the immersion of individuals who go about
baptizing under their own authority legitimate?
6. What about accepting baptisms from a Baptist
church that accepts immersions from other
sources? Do you think New Testament
churches should recognize their immersion as
New Testament church baptism?
7. What harm do you think is done to the
heavenly authority and Scriptural integrity of a
church that recognizes and validates
unscriptural baptism into its membership?
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VIII. ORIGIN OF THE
INVISIBLE CHURCH
DOCTRINE.

T

he Protestant concept of the “invisibleness” of this
universal church is more of a development than
initial dogma. While Rome claims itself to be “the one
true, universal, visible church,” the Protestants claim the
“true church” is invisible, and composed of all
Christianity. By the late 1800’s, modernism had
overwhelmed the gospel witness of most mainline
denominations. In reaction to modernism, some
conservative interdenominational movements formed.
One of the most significant of these early Fundamentalist
conferences was held in 1878, at the Church of the Holy
Trinity (Episcopal) in New York City. Another
important conference was in November of 1886, which
met in Chicago. Subsequent conferences took place
including the famous Niagara conference of 1895. The
fundamentalist movement crossed all denominational
borders, joining men of various doctrines as they stood
to stem the tide of modernism. Uniting in purpose, they
essentially categorized truths as “essential,” or “nonessential.” Those deemed “essential” were called “The
Fundamentals.” These “Fundamentals” were certain
truths regarded of prime importance to salvation. All
others, including baptism, eschatology, church polity,
etc. are relegated to the “non-essential” status of
religious opinion. Thus, the baby-sprinkler, the
Arminian, the Calvinist, the Episcopal priest, the
Lutheran, the Presbyterian and the Baptist could
fellowship around those portions of truth they reduced
into “The Fundamentals of the faith.” Adherents to this
movement became known as “Fundamentalists.”
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Fundamental Flaw
Although the concept of an invisible “true
church” had been around a long time, it found a natural
and cohesive place in fundamentalism. The irony of the
situation, however, should not be missed. Fundamentalist
conventions united in spite of doctrinal differences, to
oppose heresies that could never have thrived without
the very doctrine in which fundamental conventions
operate – the universal, invisible church! Although most
would be loathe to recognize it, they certainly share the
same foundation of the ecumenism they oppose. The
invisible church is an invisible root of complication for
fundamentalists in this age of Christian apostasy. The
presumption of an invisible, universally inclusive “body
of Christ” clashes with a righteous zeal for purity. This
results in segments of their “invisible church” drawing
arbitrary lines to separate from those with whom they
never break bread in the first place! The Biblical
injunctions of separating from the leaven of impurity
only work within the discipline of a literal, local body.
Applying it to a mystical entity only marginalizes its
practicable function. It also fosters a great deal of
subjectivity concerning which issues to separate over and
which to ignore.
Fundamental Baptists
As the Protestant fundamentalist movement
grew, the term “fundamental” became an identity of
distinction from liberal Christianity and dead orthodoxy.
Baptists who stood in defense of Biblical truths
identified themselves as “fundamental Baptist.” In most
minds the term has nothing to do with the Protestant
fundamental movement. To many, it suggests a militant
fidelity to the Bible in all areas of doctrine and polity. It
surprises some, however, to learn there is a great deal of
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subjectivity connected with the term. There are many
independent Baptists that have distanced themselves
from the term “fundamental” for that reason, choosing
rather to be called “Historic Baptist” or “Bible believing
Baptist.” The very idea that man can determine some of
God’s truths are “non-essential” is quite an ambitious
one. Any religious movement founded on this
presumption obviously has the wrong foundation. The
Lord even forewarned of this in Matt. 5:19 “Whosoever
therefore shall break one of these least
commandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be
called the least in the kingdom of heaven: but
whosoever shall do and teach them ,the same shall be
called great in the kingdom of heaven.”

Review and Discussion:
1. Has Fundamentalism been successful in its
mission of Biblical purity? Is Fundamentalism
synonymous with complete belief and
obedience to Scripture?
2. Is it possible that a movement whose rhetoric
loudly repudiates ecumenism could be
ecumenical?
3. When “good men” fail to see or obey certain
truths in Scripture, does that make those truths
“non-essential”?
4. Can you name some of the so-called “nonessentials” that a fundamentalist can omit while
maintaining their identity among themselves as
a “militant defender of Bible truth”?
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IX. GRADUAL BAPTIST
ACCEPTANCE OF THE
PROTESTANT, UNIVERSAL,
INVISIBLE CHURCH
CONCEPT.

T

he Protestant concept of the church became
gradually accepted among Baptists due to various
influences. Ironically, lack of persecution could certainly
be counted as one of them. When you suffer persecution
for your convictions, it has a way of making them deeper
and stronger. Cessation of persecution can have the
opposite effect. The pull among Baptists to form
denominations and associations was irresistible for
many. (These always eventually decline toward
apostasy). Some leaders within these denominations
were major players in the early fundamentalist
movements, the interdenominational nature of which was
built
upon
an
invisible,
universal
church.
Fundamentalists commonly claim, “It is possible to
stand shoulder to shoulder with other men who hold to a
high regard of scripture while still affirming our own
doctrinal distinctives.” It is said “The fundamentals of
fellowship transcend denominational distinctives without
compromising them.” There is, of course, one major
exception: the uniquely Baptist distinctive of the New
Testament church being literal and visible from its
founding by Jesus Christ Himself! That one distinctive
carries a number of convictions that cannot work with
any fellowship representing the universal, invisible,
mystical “true-church.”
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Scofield
One respected Protestant Fundamentalist from
the Plymouth Brethren was C.I. Scofield. His famous
“Scofield Reference Bible” has enjoyed wide acclaim for
nearly a century. Scofield’s footnotes and references
have been held in high esteem by many. However, his
Protestant view of the universal-invisible “true church”
also made inroads among modern Baptists who accept it
today without question. Bear in mind that the concept of
a universal-invisible church was foreign to historic
Baptists. Although most have forgotten over the past
half-century, the evidence of our historical, Biblical
position can still be seen in many of the original church
covenants. These are rarely read with consideration
today.
Protestant Fundamental Colleges
For scores of years, Baptists have sent their
preacher boys to non-Baptist, fundamentalist colleges
and universities. There is no question that some offer an
excellent education and positive character building
qualities. Faculty members may be from a variety of
Protestant or baptistic backgrounds. Courses involving
church history naturally insist that Baptists are
Protestants. These institutions may have their own
church, and even engage in “church planting” missions
themselves. The fact that the Lord founded the church as
the sole institution to do His work; commissioning the
church, and only the church, to propagate itself is
immaterial. They are founded on the authority of a
“universal invisible church” and therefore interpret their
own commission, appending Biblical principles where
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they fit. Graduates of these schools who go out and serve
in Baptist churches and staff Baptist colleges naturally
bring this philosophy with them. Is there any wonder
why in the last half-century, the doctrine of a universalinvisible church has come to acceptance in Baptist
circles?
New Landmarks?
It is significant however, when a contextual study
of Scriptures leads us to the same conclusions that our
Baptist forefathers held dear for centuries. Most Baptists
today are never challenged to consider this issue from
the Bible itself, much less to consider the reason of our
historic distinctives. Our forefathers suffered terrible
persecution from the universal church. And why were
they persecuted? Because of their convictions, many of
which were rooted in their distinct conviction of the New
Testament church. We are familiar with the historical
accounts of their suffering for not accepting the alien
baptisms or licenses of the Protestant church; but we
have forgotten why Baptists did not accept them! We
should ask ourselves if the beliefs and practices of this
modern era are more Biblically correct than those for
which our spiritual forefathers suffered? Have we
become wiser, and therefore moved the landmarks to a
better foundation?

Review and Discussion:
1. Can the doctrinal distinctives of New
Testament church Baptists flourish in a
Protestant Fundamental fellowship?
2. In colonial America, Baptists were forbidden
from attending Protestant seminaries. Up to that
time, Baptists learned and perpetuated their
theology from the Bible itself. Today, a
majority
of
students
in
Protestant
Fundamentalist or Evangelical seminaries
identify as Baptist. Some of these Protestant
schools even teach Baptist polity and Baptist
history. Graduates of these institutions go out
and teach what they have been taught. Do you
believe these Protestant institutions are passing
on the same Biblical convictions that they
historically persecuted Baptists for?
3. What particular beliefs or convictions do you
believe were sufficiently different from
Protestantism to cause them to persecute
Baptists?
4. Each Protestant denomination has its own
version of church government or polity. No
matter their name or polity distinctions,
Protestants are fundamentally identical in their
collective doctrine of the universal, invisible
‘church’. In light of this, discuss the following:
a. What are inter-denominational ‘worship
centers’ and Evangelical fellowship
churches? (Are they Protestant?)
b. What are churches with a Baptist name
or polity who were founded upon the
Protestant, universal, invisible church
doctrine?
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X. SO WHAT HARM DOES
THIS DOCTRINE DO?
The universal-invisible ‘church’ teaching
marginalizes the Lord’s called-out assembly with a
mystical monolith. Its pervasive rise to acceptance
among Baptists is a testimony to the declining nature
of our time. Apathy is the seal of error, and there will
surely be those that say “So what? What does all this
matter anyway?”
Practical Effects
From a purely practical perspective, we can
observe the present ecumenical Christian pop-culture
and clearly see the fruit of the invisible-universal church
doctrine. Look at the popular TV and radio ministries
that have drawn men after themselves. They circumvent
the New Testament church and promote false gospels of
health, wealth and feel-good easy-believism. Ask
yourself, could they thrive apart from the doctrine of the
universal-invisible church? Visit a typical Christian
bookstore. Look at its wares, the corruptions of the
Bible, the worldly clientele, hear the unholy music that
uses the name of Jesus. Do you not wonder if it could go
this far without the concept of the universal-invisible
church? The entire ecumenical movement, including the
World Council of Churches, is built upon it. Also just
about anything else you can think of that characterizes
the spirit of this age in Christendom: Christian rock,
Christian rap, CCM, Promise-Keepers, charismania, easy
believism, neo-evangelicalism, and the list goes on. They
even change their Bible to accommodate it.
The popular New International Version (NIV)
even changed Acts 9:31 to fit their “church.” The King
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James Bible says: “Then had the churches rest
throughout all Judaea and Galilee and Samaria, and
were edified;..” The NIV replaced it with: “Then the
church throughout Judea, Galilee, and Samaria
enjoyed a time of peace.” (NIV) This is not a
synecdoche (generic sense) in this case. That change
definitely reads in a universal sense. But who is going to
care or notice? The universal church and the new
versions are of the same root and produce the same fruit.
Pastors often become discouraged at the
unfaithfulness of members who are inconsistent or float
around to other churches. Most Christians do not have a
close relationship within their church. Many today even
have their “membership” in churches they do not attend.
It is common in church visitation to knock on doors of
people who are members of the such-n-such church who
have not been there in years. But pastors who teach the
universal-invisible church should not be surprised when
members of this “universal-invisible church” do not
show up and contribute to the local church’s function.
After all, if the “true church” is universal and invisible,
then the local church can only be of secondary, temporal
importance. The damage this doctrine has done to the
effectiveness of churches to carry out the great
commission is incalculable! Oh, we Baptists do put an
emphasis on the local church. But in practical terms, that
emphasis is only symbolic when “the body of Christ” is
an invisible entity that we were all mystically baptized
into upon salvation.
Invisible Testimony
James 2:26 says, “For as the body without the
spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead also.”
But in modern Christianity, we have come to the place
where holiness is as mystical and invisible as their
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‘church’. Although the connection is normally not
recognized, there is more than coincidence to the
similarities of concepts between the two. It is unique
to pop-Christianity that one can ignore clear Biblical
statutes while claiming to “know and love Jesus.”
Biblical love, of course, is manifested in literal,
physical, visible obedience.5 The popular invisible love
for the Lord today is a feeling or a declaration. Literal
obedience in tangible matters is completely abrogated
by so-called “greater spiritual” concepts like “love and
acceptance”. These are interpreted from the framework
of a humanistic spirit that pervades Christianity today.
Whenever you have a dichotomy of physical and
mystical, the physical aspect naturally takes on a
symbolic, if not an altogether meaningless nature.
A Timely Example of This Spirit
Nothing can illustrate this spirit better than a
timely example. The fact that this example will
infuriate some, illustrates our point of the spiritual
conflict between literal truth and the mystical
subjugation of it. Observe: a Christian woman today
might cut her hair like a man in direct conflict with 1
Corinthians 11:3-16; she might wear clothing that
“…pertaineth to a man…” which God calls an
abomination in Deuteronomy 22:5 and which disobeys
the Biblical use of the word “apparel” in 1Timothy 2:9.
Or she might dress in a way to expose her flesh and
figure as a harlot; and yet all the while expect
recognition as a holy Christian professing godliness.
She may be a good person in all other points and feels
she is “wholly dedicated.” But none dare point to her

sin because, after all, her holiness is in her mystical,
invisible “heart.” (Do you see the connection here?)
Nevertheless, God established and continually
reaffirms throughout both testaments that He regards
our love for Him according to our literal, visible
obedience to His word. The pervading neo-platonic6
philosophy however, has allegorized Biblical, literal
love into mystical fluff. The mystical “true heart”
subtly exempts itself from the Biblical standard of love
by an arcane sense of mystical, invisible spirituality.7
It is precisely this same spirit behind the mystical,
invisible, “true-church.”
The concept of ‘self”
“For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and
the Spirit against the flesh: and these are contrary
the one to the other: so that ye cannot do the things
that ye would” (Gal. 5:17). It is the nature of our flesh
to embrace teachings that exalt self. Preachers who
teach on the Biblical concept of the body of Christ
according to grammatical, contextual exposition
should not expect to fill stadiums of hearers. Those
who teach the mystical, invisible, universal concept,
however, often do. Their apparent “success” is not
6

The term is a marriage of two words: neo - which means “similar to,” and
Platonism which is a system of belief developed by the Greek philosopher Plato
who lived from (c. 428-348 B.C.). Plato’s philosophy was that the true world was
mystical and the material world consisted of imperfect reflections of mystical
realities. Therefore, Platonic thought was dualistic, making the material forms of
this world a second- rate substance to the superior mystical “reality.” The first
century AD saw a revival of Platonism in in the Graeco-Roman world. This
became the basis for the Gnostic heresy of which the Apostle John dealt sharply in
his epistles.
7

Ex. 20:6; De. 5:10;John 14:15; John 14:21-24; John 15:10-14; 1John 2:3-5;
1John 5:6.

This example also exposes the hypocrisy of a governing doctrine of “love and
acceptance.” When certain practices of disobedience are accepted in the name of
“non-judgment,” there will be a natural animus (and non-acceptance) toward those
preaching the holiness of God and literal obedience to Him.
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5

necessarily for that concept itself, but for the teachings
and practices that it fosters.
The invisible, universal church is the place of
self-determination.
Everyone
who
envisions
themselves a part of it is a sovereign agent of its
kingdom. Affiliation is presumed on the merit of their
existence; without recognition of sin or need of reform.
They grace the assembly of their choice, offering their
free-will adulation or participation. In return, they
might
expect
encouragement,
entertainment,
inspiration or recognition. If another assembly has
more to offer or fits their liking, they simply grace that
one with their presence instead. They may, in fact,
participate in any number of assemblies or none at all
according to their own “virtuous volition”.

standards and covenants. None are sovereign agents of
an invisible kingdom, but rather as humble servants to
one another and to Christ who is present with them.
Doctrinal Practice

This elevation of self is pandemic wherever the
concept of the invisible, universal church is
entrenched. The fruit of which is obvious in our times.
The flesh and self are with us, of course, regardless of
which ecclesiology we hold. Biblical ecclesiology,
however, is antithetical to the elevation of self. In the
Biblical concept of the body of Christ, each member
functions for the whole. Each is subject one to another
with Christ as the head. Spiritual gifts are recognized
by that body and are for its own benefit. Each member
lives in accountability to that body, according to its

From the doctrinal perspective, your view on
the church will critically affect how you practice its
functions - most noticeably in baptism, the Lord’s
Supper, church discipline and missions. Baptists who
accept an invisible church harmonize it and the local
church in what amounts to a dual church concept. We
reiterate that if there is such a thing as a universalinvisible “true church,” then, by its very nature, it
inevitably takes precedence over the literal, local
church. This is true even if the vestiges of Baptist
conviction keep us from admitting it. For an example
of proof, observe how dual church Baptists interpret
Eph. 4:5 “…One Lord, one faith, one baptism…”.
The fact of the matter is, dual-church Baptists have two
baptisms. One is the water baptism the Lord Jesus
Christ gave the church, and the other is the mystical
spirit baptism they embrace. So which of these two
will they say is the “…one baptism…” of Eph. 4:5?
It will be the “spirit baptism” every time. Why? It is
because it is a neo-platonic dichotomy. Whenever you
have a dichotomy of mystical and literal, the mystical
always takes precedence over the physical. Observe: if
the “one baptism” is the alleged mystical one, what of
the water baptism Jesus Christ gave the church? It
effectively becomes a matter likened to “Baptist
tradition” and therefore of lesser importance.
Furthermore, its criterion is relegated to be determined
by opinion (sometimes called “personal conviction”).
The result is that opinions of what legitimate baptism
is will vary due to the mix of lingering Baptist
landmarks and the infusion of an invisible church.
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The invisible, universal church is also the place
of self-promotion. Anyone within it who recognizes
their own ascended level of spirituality can feel led to
appoint their calling as a pastor, counselor, teacher,
prophet, prophetess, elder, apostle, or whatever
spiritual gifts or ministry they claim. At the very least,
they can expect recognition as a godly, co-sovereign
representative of God despite any contempt for his
commands or absence of outward testimony.

Logically speaking, however, if “we all have been
baptized into an invisible-universal body of Christ,”
the act of literal water baptism is really only a
formality anyway. They may still call it “an ordinance
of the church,” but the weight of its significance has
been stripped away.
The concept of a mystical church also reveals a
complication when it comes to the Lord’s Table. The
infusion of the invisible-church doctrine compels those
who operate on that presumption to submit their
practice to it. When the prime definition of “church”
means “all that are saved,” the ordinances must,
therefore, include all who profess salvation. Thus, we
can at least say that “open communion” is consistent
with the doctrine of an invisible, universal, mystical
“church.” Baptists that historically regarded the church
ordinances as pertaining to the literal, New Testament
church (as opposed to the family of God) are also
consistent in maintaining the Lord’s Table within the
discipline of their particular church. This is commonly
termed “closed communion” today. Those of Baptistic
sentiment seeking to harmonize a “dual church” are, by
far, the least consistent. Their practice, in fact, bears
testimony of inconsistency – and therefore a
disingenuous premise. The idea of a “close
communion” includes strangers or friends outside the
discipline of their church as long as they are affiliated
with a Baptistic church somewhere. Thusly, they
operate the table on the presumption that the “church”
is universal. But Baptist sentiment (not doctrine) leads
them to add an arbitrary, sectarian restriction that is
baseless. If the “true church” includes all who are
saved, then it would be Biblically disobedient to
maintain any such sectarian schism (1Cor. 12:25).
Our neo-Baptist brethren justify this with a
synthetic “dual church” concept. Within this
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framework of thought, the church ordinances apply
only to their literal, visible franchise of the greater
“true church.” But this brings to light further
inconsistency which reveals their premise is arbitrary
and baseless. Using the same logic, ask them if they
would allow members of other churches to participate
in their business meetings? (Baptists only, of course).
If compulsion to allow non-members to vote for the
new pastor, or to deal with church finances seems
absurd, why would it not be the same for the church
ordinances? There is only one real answer. When you
embrace or synthesize a doctrinal premise that is
foreign to Scripture, there is no end to the complication
and leaps of logic you must take to sustain it. Apart
from the universal-invisible doctrine, these issues
would be as uncomplicated as they were from the time
the Lord Jesus instituted them.8
. . lords of the flock
When it comes to Scriptural truth, the
immediate ramifications for following half-way are
often worse than not at all. We have seen how
Scripture teaches the local New Testament church is to
operate as a body with Christ as its head. In Protestant
Evangelical and quasi-Baptistic assemblies, the people
themselves are most often its head. 9Jesus Christ is an
absentee figurehead whose domain is over the
8

The instructions in 1 Corinthians 11:28 for a man to “examine himself,” in
taking the Lord’s supper is still within its context as a church ordinance. The
precept of individual self-examination does not warrant overstepping the intrinsic
character of the ordinance itself by opening it to those outside that body. The Lord
did not give this ordinance to the family of God, but to the New Testament church.

9

The Scripture never refers to the Holy Spirit as the head of the church. That is the
position of Jesus Christ (Eph. 1:22; 4:15; 5:23; Col. 1:18; 2:19). That position
becomes vacant when men unscripturally attempt to conscript the Holy Spirit to it.
The lordship of that church will then be occupied by the people and/or another
spirit.
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“invisible church.” But among these liberal assemblies
(where “the people” usurp the headship of Christ), you
generally do not find a pastor presuming the lordship
of the flock. That indignity seems to be reserved for
our dual-church Baptist brethren who staunchly
claim to be “local-church”. These selectively embrace
the benefits of New Testament church doctrine to
justify an unscriptural autocracy. They know that Jesus
Christ is the Head of the body; but because they
interpret the “body” to be invisible, they naturally see
the visible, local flock as God’s gift to them to manage
in His stead. Regardless of rhetoric to the contrary, the
reality of their practice is that Christ is the head of His
(invisible) church; they are the head of theirs. As “lord
of the flock” they have license to cross lines that even
the liberals do not. The error in this may be hard for
some to distinguish at first. This is because the aspects
of Biblical pastoral authority and those of the
unbiblical “lord of the flock” may sometimes appear
similar from a distance. But this is like two trees whose
branches intermingle though each has a completely
different root. And there is a world of difference in
these two roots.
When the Lord is not in His rightful place of
headship (Eph 5:23) the most vital aspect of the
equation is replaced. Every verse regarding “taking the
oversight” (1Peter 5:2) and “ruling” (1Tim 5:17; Heb
13:7;17;24) can then be received as a mandate for
dictatorship. Furthermore, the man in that position
must be wary lest another undermine it. Vigilance for
the church and his own self-preservation are now
indistinguishable. At that point, the church body is
spiritually paralyzed by the presumed “head”, who
himself is now over-worked by his own human
limitations. Any unauthorized input or discussion of
Biblical truth is perceived as a threat or a lack of
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respect. The individual soul liberty so necessary for a
body to function becomes only rhetoric. Even other
areas of divine order can end up being subject to this
aberrancy. As Pastor Robert J. Sargent puts it “A
pastor cannot usurp the authority of the Lord Jesus
Christ over the church or the lives of God’s people.
Neither can he intrude his authority into an area ruled
by another God-appointed authority, such as in the
home (Eph 5:23;6:1). While a pastor is responsible to
teach men concerning their role and responsibility in
their homes – and to help them fulfill God’s plan – he
cannot step in and take the place of (or overrule) a
husband or a father.” 10 This type of unscriptural
“leadership” is far more common than we care to
admit. It also causes far more harm and spiritual
suppression to the church itself than we might initially
fathom. When you boil it down to its source, this
mutation is produced by mixing the catalyst of the
invisible church with the profession of so-called ‘local
church’ dogma.
The Lord will not share His headship with any
other. This is the very thing for which the church of
Ephesus would lose its candlestick (Rev. 2:4-5).
Among the seven churches of Asia, the church of
Ephesus had some of the greatest qualities. As we have
previously pointed out, the epistle to this church
revealed how Christ is the head of the church as a
husband who loves it (Eph. 5). When a wife begins
regarding others for headship she has left her first love.
The difference between a bride and a harlot is not her
perfection or orthodoxy but faithfulness to whom she
is espoused. No church is without problems and
Sargent, Robert J., Elder rule in a Baptist Church? Oak Harbor, WA. Bible
Baptist Church Publications, 2004 pp. 63-64.
10
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imperfections (consider the church of Corinth for
example). Nevertheless, a church whose head is
another will have no heavenly authority, no matter if
everything else is perfect. The means of this travesty is
most often ushered in with the delusion of the
mystical, invisible, universal church.

prevalent among Baptists. Church members were
expected to live holy lives and preachers were
expected to preach against sin. Christians were
different from the world then, and that was a world far
less advanced in open depravity than today.

Sin

Anyone who has lived for any length of time
knows that exposure or ingestion of harmful toxins
will damage or kill the physical body. Christians of
this age, however, have been conditioned to overlook
the toxic affect of error on the spirit of man. 11 The
difference between truth and error is not simply
academic. It is a spiritual matter. 1John 4:6 says “We
are of God: he that knoweth God heareth us; he
that is not of God heareth not us. Hereby know we
the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error.” We see
from Scripture that there is a spirit attached to truth
and error. By human experience, we also know that
salvation alone does not insulate us from error. This is
never so evident as when Biblical truth contradicts
those who see themselves as guardians of truth. When
that happens, the spirit of truth frustrates the spirit of
error within them. At that point they can lose any
pretense of objectivity or Christian charity.

Can an ecclesiology affect how a people look at
sin? Certainly! The most obvious area is in the
accountability to a literal body of believers, but it goes
deeper than that. It is fair to note that most ‘dualchurch’ Fundamentalists do subscribe to standards of
purity. (Typically, however, only those in leadership
are actually held accountable to them.) A ‘dualchurch’, Fundamentalist pastor may emphasize the
local, literal aspect of “the church” but in practical
reality, this is inconsequential. Staying afloat in
Christendom’s sea of wickedness effectively neuters a
church subscribing to any part of the invisible,
universal concept.
Take church discipline for example. One of the
primary purposes of church discipline is to restore the
erring member. Unfortunately, this function is
commonly preempted without reconcilement or
restitution. The fallen member will simply join another
fundamental church which eagerly accepts them as a
new member in good standing. It has become a matter
of pragmatism, therefore, that churches are far less
stringent in recognizing sin specifically. Since the
literal church body doctrine has been subjugated by a
mystical one, each member’s testimony is no longer
corporate but personal - and therefore unmentionable.
This is so common that we think it is as it should be.
Consider therefore how it was in generations past
before the invisible, universal church concept became
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Spiritual Damage

We can see clear Biblical examples of how the
spirit of error reacts to truth. Take, for example, when
Peter and John testified before the Jews. The Bible
says “ . . they were cut to the heart ,and took
counsel to slay them.” (Acts 5:33) When the Jews
could not resist the wisdom and the spirit of Stephen “
. . they were cut to the heart ,and they gnashed on
him with their teeth.” (Acts 7:54) “Then they cried
11

Fundamentalism’s premise that some of God’s truths are “nonessential” has no small part of the blame in this.
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out with a loud voice, and stopped their ears, and
ran upon him with one accord, And cast him out of
the city, and stoned him: . .” (Acts 7:57-58) When
they of Asia saw Paul in the Temple they “stirred up
all the people, and laid hands on him” (Acts 21:27)
When he gave his testimony they interrupted him and
“. . they cried out, and cast off their clothes, and
threw dust into the air,” (Ac 22:23) Consider why
the Jews behaved this way. (By their reaction, you
would think Paul had just preached on the Scriptural
New Testament church at a Ruckmanite rally). They
behaved this way because the spirit of error is
frustrated by the spirit of truth. (It is never the other
way around 12). The Jews were the proud custodians of
Scripture and truth. For all their reverence of Scripture,
they interpreted it through their system of theology
which supplanted its words (Mark 7:13). When
Scripture itself contradicts those who think they own it,
the spirit of error is agitated and feels cornered. At that
point there is really no place for them to go but through
the roof. The spirit of error has damaged their soul.
Scriptural truth tends to ignite revulsion in the
spirit of those who reject it – even saved, Baptist,
“Bible believing” brethren. There are those of this
profession who are incapable of discussing the New
Testament church Biblically. When they cannot defend
their view from a grammatical/contextual examination
of God’s words, they must contend by sheer volume of
antipathy. Observance of their spirit alone (never mind
12

In contrast, the spirit of truth is grieved and quenched by the
spirit of error. When in its presence we feel constricting
discomfort and lack of liberty. Our instinct is to withdraw to
where the spirit of truth is welcome. This is exactly what the Lord
does Himself. He never demands or competes. The privilege of
His presence is reserved only where it is wholly desired without
conditions.
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who is right or wrong) reveals their spirit is different
than ours. They may be as saved as we are, but they
are dealing with another spirit that restricts the spirit of
liberty in truth. Tolerating this spirit in a church body
is not a matter of Christian grace but a slippery slope
of destruction. The Bible says “Beloved, believe not
every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of
God: because many false prophets are gone out into
the world.” (1John 4:1) All things are tried (tested) by
a standard. God’s standard for trying the spirits is His
word. Any spirit that cannot withstand that test is not
of God - no matter how strongly their rhetoric
proclaims the Bible. If this is ignored, that spirit will
soon become “spirits” - they do not abide alone. Thus
enforced, they will then demand tolerance. The next
step is they will demand not to be offended by truths
they reject. From there, your alternatives are either to
leave, face a nasty showdown, or get on board as the
church quietly continues under its new lordship. The
souls of men are damaged and inebriated by the spirits
of error. The medium of the mystical, invisible,
universal ‘church’ has been used to subjugate men and
displace the lordship of churches like nothing else
could.
Devastating Effects on Missions
Since church planting evangelism is the
heartbeat of a New Testament church, you can be sure
that plenty of corruption to be will be attended with it.
We have written a book dealing with the blessings and
pitfalls to beware in missions.13 Ultimately, however,
13

Missionary Madness by Pastor Les Potter Ph.D. Get copies
from Shiloh Baptist Press, Shiloh Baptist Church, 664 Dahlstrom
Rd. Gwinn, MI. 49841 Ph. 906 249 1205 or a free E-copy from
the author at shiloh4410@gmail.com
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most of the unsavory details associated with the
corruptions in independent Baptist missions have their
root in the invisible-universal “church” doctrine.
The Lord instituted and commissioned His
church to carry out His work. Only New Testament
churches are authorized to plant New Testament
churches. No other institution can appropriate this
responsibility. Not colleges, universities, mission
boards, or individuals acting on their own authority.
Not even the missionaries themselves! Many presume
to do this today as a direct result of the doctrine of the
universal-invisible church. Since the pattern of the
Lord’s church in His earthly ministry is spiritualized
away, so are the details of whom He commissioned to
carry on His work. Therefore, the great commission is
interpreted through a post-Pentecost, universal church
mindset. Take missions giving for an example.
Churches typically give financial support for the sake
of “helping the missionaries.” This is exactly wrong!
Missionaries are there to help the church with its duty
to carry out the great commission. Therefore, missions
giving is to accommodate the purpose of the church.
When we support a mission, we are helping their
sending church accomplish the ministry that God has
called them to do. The missionary himself is simply an
arm of his sending church. This subtle difference of
emphasis results in huge consequences. The effect of
the invisible church influence is that churches assume
the role of benefactors, and missionaries a horde of
panhandlers! With the mission resources of many
churches being overtaxed, there are many who realize
“something is wrong” but cannot quite put their finger
on it. Consequentially, Biblical missions end up
hurting, and therefore so do the churches.
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Para-church or Parasite?
Most independent Baptist churches believe in
missions, and love supporting them. But many have no
set criteria of what Biblical missions are. Consequently,
their mission budgets are stretched to capacity and
beyond. We blame the coldness of hearts for waning
mission funds, which certainly has some truth. But
God’s work done God’s way will not lack for God’s
provision. The Lord will let you do it however you like,
of course, but He is not obligated to pay the expenses
when you do. Mission agencies that function outside the
direct auspices of a New Testament church ALWAYS
end up violating other Biblical principles to maintain
themselves. Their operations are often costly affairs that
require the resources of many churches to maintain.
They operate on the authority of the invisible church, but
they go directly to the literal visible church for funding.
Most make the claim of being “local church” out of
Baptist sentiment, (for Baptist funding), and claim they
are “a handmaid to the local church.” There certainly
are good, hard working people involved in such
ministries. But is that sufficient justification to
circumvent the Lord’s order?
No matter how good the intentions, anything that
is not exactly the real thing has the element of being
counterfeit. Counterfeit money can achieve the same
things that real money can, but it draws from the
economy. Put enough into circulation and you break that
economy, even if nobody detects exactly why. There are
more para-church mission projects in circulation today
than ever before. When churches with good intentions
support them, they decrease their ability to receive the
reward of supporting true mission works.
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What is Your Criterion?
Many independent Baptist churches select
missionaries based on personality, and a pet doctrine or
two. As far as most independent Baptist churches are
concerned, a missionary that lines up on the Bible issue
and professes to be solidly “local church” can compete
for support. The rest is virtually dependent upon his skill,
his personality, and a resource of associations. But how
many weigh where he really stands on the New
Testament church? Knowledge of their sending church’s
doctrine and a few simple questions will quickly reveal
their true doctrine. In many cases, no question is
necessary. If they are affiliated with a para-church
mission agency, it is a dead ringer their doctrine and
practice is not Biblical. They will say differently of
course, but ask yourself why any ministry claiming to be
local church is not itself submitted to the authority of any
particular local church? It doesn’t matter how many
pastors of various churches serve as its directors. The
fact of the matter is, a mission board that ostensibly
answers to all of them answers to none of them. Any real
dissenters end up resigning and are replaced. The
“corporation” moves on with whatever practices are
necessary to sustain itself.
Once you create a ministry outside of the New
Testament church, you have a beast that you must keep
feeding. The more it is fed, the more it requires. With so
much invested, men will stop at nothing to sustain it.
Eventually, some men may recognize it and flee from it,
but those who ride upon it will nourish it till the Lord
returns. And consider WHERE this nourishment comes
from. Mark it down, para-church ministries ALWAYS
end up violating other Biblical principles to maintain
themselves. Let us consider also why new para-church
“ministries” go into business, each claiming they “saw a
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great need . . . .” Is it any wonder today when some
pastors inwardly think, “Oh no, here comes another
missionary!”? Many must devise various means to sift
or curtail prospective missionaries. None of this would
be necessary if they simply held the standard that
missions is the business of the New Testament church in
every aspect.
Local church missions
When a church recognizes God’s missionary
call on a man, that church ordains him and sends him
out. The missionary operates under the authority of
that church to baptize and plant churches, teaching
them to observe all that the Lord has commanded. His
sending church bears responsibility for his conduct and
certain needs while in that capacity. Other churches
contribute to that mission, as they did with Paul, that
fruit may abound to their account also (Philippians
4:17).
Para-church ministries may like to see
themselves in the role of a handling agent like
Epraphroditus (Philippians 4:18). But Epaphroditus
was himself appointed by the authority of his church.
His ministry held no authority over Paul and did not
come between the structure of Paul and his sending
church at Antioch. With this vital element missing, the
para-church ministry has no authority other than the
“universal church.” This concept would have been as
foreign to Epaphroditus as their version of himself. As
can be expected, it all goes down hill from there. A
free agent “Epaphroditus” (para-church mission board)
who holds the collective bag will expand his role every
time.
Nevertheless, there are many who perceive
them as a pragmatic necessity to provide a service of
“accountability” and a “doctrinal identity.” In practice,
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however, this imposes an alternate authority buffer
between the missionary and his church. This dualauthority situation actually lessens the real
accountability factor; the solution to this requires that
the board holds the ultimate authority, regardless of
rhetoric to the contrary. In such cases, the role of the
“sending church” is little more than a name on the
prayer card. This contrasts greatly with New
Testament church missions, in which the most
important aspect of missionary’s work is his
relationship with his church. In fact, a chief priority in
supporting missions should be confidence in the
missionary’s sending church. After all, the ministry
you are supporting is actually that of the sending
church itself.
As is often the case, however, sendingchurches may think they are unable to competently
handle the accounting, banking and acknowledgments
for their missionary. This misperception dies hard
with some. Every church has a banking and accounting
system in place already. Handling a missionary’s
accounts is not a burden but a blessing. Farming him
out to be sent through another authority is contrary to
Biblical missions. Many churches never consider these
things until they are blessed with sending a man out;
which is an experience that deepens and grows them.
The sending out of a missionary should be a blessed
goal for which a church prepares and anticipates.
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Review and Discussion:
1. How different do you think the personality of
“Christendom” would be today without the
invisible, universal ‘church’ doctrine?
2. How many baptisms do you believe there are for
the believer today?
3. If a local assembly teaches “dual-church” doctrine,
it will invariably consign the Headship of Jesus
Christ to the overall invisible ‘church.’ In those
cases, what normally happens with the lordship of
that local assembly?
4. Does Jesus Christ ever contend for His rightful
place when the lordship is pressed or given over?
5. When the Lord Jesus Christ is no longer the actual
head of a local assembly, will that assembly retain
its authority? Will the spirit of truth have liberty?
6. What do you think happens to the spiritual
conscience of men when they oppose the spirit of
truth? Does it affect their spiritual health in other
areas?
7. Through what medium are New Testament, local
church missionaries supported?
8. Through what medium are universal para-church
missionaries supported?
9. Why do you think para-church ministries claim to
be ‘local church’?
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XI. DEFENDING THE
TRUTH.

I

n every generation, there are Biblical issues that arise
among the brethren. In virtually every age, it seems a
forgotten truth is revived and brought to the forefront by
men whom God has wakened. God has used men of all
walks of life to champion them: men of high education,
no education, and even ill-mannered eccentrics, all
according to His purposes. No matter how well or illesteemed the messenger, each had an uphill battle
against the apathy and misunderstanding of brethren. His
contemporaries no doubt said “He is riding a hobbyhorse,” or “He is being divisive” or “He is majoring on
a minor thing” etc. Most brethren want to rally over
issues already won, as parade soldiers who march over a
battlefield that others sacrificed to obtain. The hot-point
of a battlefield is never so attractive as ‘slaying the dead’
where victory is ascertainable.
Consider the King James Bible Battlefield.
This is how it was when the KJV issue was being
brought to the forefront. The issues of “Premillennialism” and “The Fundamentals” had been aptly
illuminated. They were re-confirmed as the position of
orthodoxy in the core of conservative, evangelical
Christianity. Some who were high-stepping on these
issues thought the King James Bible issue was “a
sidetrack” and “unnecessarily divisive.” Proponents of
the Alexandrian texts foisted their perversions and their
scholars said “trust us” where they conflicted with the
King James Bible. Material in defense of the KJV was
not as commonly available. Voices on its behalf were
virtually shouted down, and labeled as “divisive.” When
cornered for their misrepresentations, the Alexandrians
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sanctimoniously resort to the argument that “The KJV
issue sadly disrupts the cause of Christ.” These will ever
continue, though their tables have been turned in recent
decades. Much information has been published exposing
the corruptness of the new versions and their underlying
text; as well as the purity of the King James Bible and its
text. It caused a ground swell of conviction as our
blessed English Bible has shone itself above its
detractors. For all practical purposes, it has been reconfirmed as the standard of orthodoxy, particularly
among independent Baptists. It is popular and easy to be
“King James Only” among our own crowd today.
Resounding ‘Amens’ are almost certain when we pound
the pulpit on it.
Although we must hold the ground, we also must
be vigilant in recognizing that the battle is always
shifting. We are more comfortable in fighting the battle
where it was 30 years ago, because the hot point is not
there anymore. It is never comfortable to fight where the
battle rages hot. That is why many such hot points
abound within the camp. They are sometimes called
“sensitive issues.” These are simply areas of veiled
disobedience that have become acceptable. They may be
in the areas of doctrine, holiness, dress standards or
personal practice. The words of God address them
clearly, but we gloss over those words lest we offend.
We think it more expedient to manage the “little leaven”
and shirk the whole counsel of God in those areas. But
these are the very places that need attention. Parading
loudly on the cover of the KJV while ignoring some of
its words is buffoonery. The hot point of the battle is not
in the truths that men embrace, but in truths they do not.
The history of issues is cyclical. Those who take
up unpopular truths are typically berated as “divisive,”
and “majoring on a minor issue.”
If gradually
recognized by others, it gains momentum. By the time it
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becomes a rallying cry, the battle is shifting to
somewhere else within the camp. It is vital that we take
sides with the words of God on every issue,
understanding that we have found the enemy, and it is
us.
Systematic Hindrances.
There are some who take a strong stand for the
Book, but whose system of interpretation prevents them
from seeing the importance of the New Testament
church. In their endeavor to know the Book, some have
accepted a system of categorizing its parts into a
machination of micro-dispensations. It begins with a
presumption of the universal, invisible church concept,
which is the essential fluid of operation. Such a system
might then dissect the period of Christ’s ministry and the
book of Acts into multiple units. Each of which
essentially abrogates the former. This arrangement
effectually neutralizes the founding, empowerment,
propagation and pattern of the church Jesus Christ
instituted.
Anyone interpreting Scripture within that system
will likely be frustrated at any challenge to the universalinvisible church concept. They may even get angry when
you examine the words of their proof texts. In their
thinking, their system of mastering the Book is
equivalent to the Book itself. It is therefore an affront to
them that you would parse the words of Scripture in utter
disregard for their system of interpretation. This reaction
is only human nature, from which we all think we are
immune. But it is important to keep in mind that taking
a strong stand for the Book itself does not make us above
error. Nor will it change the outcome of a “premise-toproof-text” approach to it. Even the greatest of men who
mightily champion the word of God are only human.
Only the Book itself is perfect.
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Reclaiming the Ground.
Dealing with issues is not the way to win
popularity. Most issues go against the grain, which is
why they are called “issues”. The difference between
“relevant issues” and “hobby-horses” often depends on
how much one agrees with the subject. Nobody likes to
be thought of as “riding hobby-horses.” However,
consider how many truths we have personally
apprehended due to specific issues that were brought to
our attention. Truth never changes, but the issues of our
times do.
People today like to imagine that God is not
issue-oriented, but the God of the Bible certainly is. He
moved the prophets of old to preach hard against the
prevalent issues of their day. John the Baptist dealt
specifically with the issue of Herod’s sin. The Lord
Jesus Christ dealt specifically with the individual
issues in each of the seven churches of Asia in the
book of Revelation. The wise and faithful man of God
will be vigilant in understanding his time (1 Chron.
12:32; Esther 1:13). Preaching the whole council of
God often means specifically pointing out the
prevalent errors of our day. Dealing with those issues
WILL offend people. God’s truth has a way of
edifying those who actually love it and offending those
who only say they do. There has never been a time
when preaching God’s issues was not an offense. This
is especially true among Christian brethren who cannot
answer Biblically. But if Christ is truly our Master, the
contempt of brethren is to be disregarded. In fact, when
brethren have contempt for a truth, it is all the more
reason to bring attention to it. Do we serve God or
men? Why then should we be slack in brandishing the
truths of God where they are unpopular?
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Most modern Baptists have been thoroughly
indoctrinated into Protestant doctrine and are not at all
interested in knowing about it. However, if a people
can be destroyed for a lack of knowledge, then
disseminating knowledge on key issues should be a
priority. We can begin regaining the Biblical ground
where our forefathers left their landmarks by simply
bringing it to the forefront.

Review and Discussion:
1. Can you think of any specific issues in your
circle of experience that are shirked and/or
where there is no liberty to address? Why do
you think this is?
2. Why do you think men who proclaim the
strongest belief in the Bible become angry
when its words contradict their system of
interpretation?
3. Do you think doctrinal error can be
unintentionally adopted through exposure and
influence? If so, how would you discern the
influence of a spirit of error?
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XII. CONCLUSION.

H

uman nature can be the greatest obstacle to the
apprehension of truth. Thank the Lord, salvation
is by grace and not perfect knowledge! There are some
brethren who will not, and cannot, embrace the truths
discussed herein until the rapture. Anyone who has
invested years of their life in a para-church ministry
will certainly not welcome any discussion of it. There
are some whose complex multi-dispensational system
is virtually short-circuited by these truths. It may take
time for them to untangle their system. The pure
simplicity of the Biblical New Testament church can
be hard to see when you are accustomed to looking
beyond it. Once they start asking challenging
questions, they are thinking it through. They may start
by asking if you belong to one of those heretical
groups they have heard of and have been warned
about. The best answer is from the Bible.

Review and Discussion:
1. Can brethren be as saved as you are but be
wrong on New Testament church truth?
2. Does the apprehension of New Testament
church truth give us any level of immunity to
error in other areas?
3. Could a brother who rejects New Testament
church truth be scripturally correct on
something in which we are in error?

Our position is simply the historic Baptist
position. We have held this position since the days of
Christ’s earthly ministry. This is a fact clearly
established by our own extant writings, historical
accusations of our persecutors, and the Bible itself.
But we do not believe we have a corner on truth, or
that salvation is found only in our midst. We do not
believe Baptists will have their own rapture, nor do we
base our worth solely on a genealogy of succession. If
there are brethren in Christ who are frustrated with the
Scriptural examination of their “church,” we are not
their enemy. Nor are they ours (Luke 9:49-50).
Nevertheless, our position is that when God’s word
clearly defines and interprets itself (apart from
imposing an external premise) we are obligated to
stand true to it as did our Baptist forefathers.
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